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PRELIMINARY
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Abstract
We obtain exact solutions to the quantum S-matrices for solitons in simply-laced affine Toda
field theories, except for certain factors of simple type which remain undetermined in some
cases. These are found by postulating solutions which are consistent with the semi-classical
limit, h¯→ 0, and the known time delays for a classical two soliton interaction. This is done
by a ‘q-deformation’ procedure, to move from the classical time delay to the exact S-matrix,
by inserting a special function called the ‘regularised’ quantum dilogarithm, which only holds
when |q| = 1. It is then checked that the solutions satisfy the crossing, unitarity and bootstrap
constraints of S-matrix theory. These properties essentially follow from analogous properties
satisfied by the classical time delay. Furthermore, the lowest mass breather S-matrices are
computed by the bootstrap, and it is shown that these agree with the particle S-matrices
known already in the affine Toda field theories, in all simply-laced cases.
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1 Introduction
The affine Toda field theories are integrable systems, depending on a Lie algebra g, which
admit soliton solutions interpolating the degenerate vacua in the potential, provided the
coupling constant β in the model is chosen to be purely imaginary. In the simply-laced cases,
the classical single soliton solutions can be grouped together into species or equivalently
associated with a node of the Dynkin diagram of g. All the solitons of a particular species have
the same mass, but different topological charges. However there can be species with the same
mass. The topological charges of these single solitons of a particular species are contained
in the weights of the fundamental representation associated with that node. Furthermore,
the fusing rule i + j → k (Dorey’s fusing rule [1]), when two solitons of species i and j
fuse into a third single soliton of species k, is always contained within the Clebsch-Gordon
decomposition of the tensor product of the two fundamental representations V i and V j.
These facts suggest that the S-matrix for the collision of two solitons of species i and j in the
quantum theory is given by the R-matrix of some affine quantum group (up to a multiplicative
scalar factor) intertwining the tensor product of the two fundamental representations V i and
V j . This means that the S-matrix must satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation with
spectral parameter – a necessary property of an S-matrix in an integrable theory, since the
infinite number of conservation laws suggest that an n-particle S-matrix will factorise into
products of the two-particle result. This can be done in two different ways for the 3-soliton
case, implying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation.
This R-matrix approach to finding the S-matrix was first discussed in [2, 3] for the An
case, and there is also a discussion in [4]. The result for the scalar factor in the sine-Gordon
case (g = su(2)) is the well known Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov solution [5], which is given
as an infinite product of gamma functions, or a double infinite product (7.10). We can easily
pass between these two descriptions by using the Weierstrass product formula for the gamma
function. There is the result, also for sine-Gordon, due to Karowski, Thun, Truong and Weisz
[6], given as a neater integral formula (7.9), which, on expansion, can be shown to be the
same as the formula given by the Zamolodchikov’s.
The purpose of this paper is to announce solutions to the scalar factors which are built
out of a special function Sq−h(w) called the ‘regularised’ quantum dilogarithm (6.4). This
special function has recently been introduced by Faddeev [7]. For sine-Gordon, we can easily
reproduce the Karowski formula [6]. These solutions have only so far appeared in [8], which
has been circulated privately. It is not our intention to study the quantum groups and R-
matrices, or their relation with quantum integrable systems, in any great detail. We shall
take the R-matrices that we shall need from the literature.
There are two advantages in writing the scalar factors in this way. The first is that the
semi-classical limit h¯ → 0, can be taken very efficiently. The overall effect of a classical two
soliton interaction is a time delay or phase shift. In [9], it is shown that the time delays
for simply-laced affine Toda field theories have a vertex operator origin, and are given by
(2h/|β|2) logXjk(θ), where Xjk(θ) arises from the normal ordering of two vertex operators.
It is well known [10], that the S-matrix Sjk(θ), must have the semi-classical limit when h¯→ 0,
for Re (θ) > 0,
Sjk(θ)
∣∣∣
h¯→0∼ exp
( 2hi
h¯|β|2
∫ θ
0
dθ′ logXjk(θ′)
)
. (1.1)
Considerable manipulations are required to check this in the formalism involving infinite
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products of gamma functions [5, 2], and also for the integral formula due to Karowski et al
[6], even for sine-Gordon.
This way of writing the solution means that new solutions can be obtained by extrapo-
lating back from the classical Xij(θ), in cases where solutions are not yet known (the D and
E series of algebras). However, we do require input from the R-matrices, which are known
for a few of the fundamental representations, in these cases, as discussed in section 11. The
method in this paper also provides an alternative description of the An theories [2], where the
crossing, unitarity, and bootstrap constraints are clearly demonstrated. The extrapolation
can be thought of as ‘q-deforming’ Xij(θ) to some Xijq (θ), by the insertion of appropriate
quantum dilogarithms, and then the S-matrix is given by
Sij(θ) =
Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
,
modulo the simple factors needed for the different topological charges, which are provided by
the R-matrix.
The second advantage is that the crossing, unitarity and bootstrap properties of the S-
matrix, which have to be checked, essentially follow from the analogous properties satisfied by
the classical Xij(θ). Again considerable manipulations with the infinite products of gamma
functions, which are avoided in the formalism presented in this paper, have to be made in order
to check these properties, in the other formalism[5, 2]. Because of these two simplifications it
is possible to essentially write down the general solution for an arbitrary simply-laced algebra,
modulo some special factors, and to check the semi-classical limit, and the crossing, unitarity,
and bootstrap conditions in a general uniform manner.
However it should be noted that the quantum dilogarithm itself, Sq−h(w), can be written
as an infinite product of gamma functions (6.10), or alternatively as a double infinite product
(6.9), and this is how the pole structure of the proposed solutions is studied. If we wanted
to, this would allow us to make contact with the previous solutions known in the An case.
We shall also show in section 14, that the lowest mass breather S-matrices are the same
as the Toda particle S-matrices[11, 12], for the real coupling Toda theories, after the analytic
continuation in the coupling β → iβ. This is to be expected if the solutions found are indeed
correct, and if we interpret the lowest mass breather bi, made up of a bound state of a soliton
with species i and the anti-soliton ı¯, with the particle i of the quantum field theory (which
is still present in the imaginary coupling theories). This is an important independent check
on the solutions. However it is remarkable to the author that the result survives the analytic
continuation β → iβ. This result was known for the su(2) case in [13], and Gandenberger
studied the su(3) case [14], using Hollowood’s formula [2]. Here we will employ the general
formula for the particle S-matrix (14.2) due to Dorey [12, 15], which holds for an arbitrary
simply-laced Lie algebra g.
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2 The affine Toda field theories and their classical soliton so-
lutions
The affine Toda field theories are based on a Lie algebra g, and have a non-linear interaction
term built from the root system of g. Let αi : i = 1, . . . , r, where r is the rank of g, be the
simple roots, and let α0 = −ψ, where ψ is the highest root. Let h be the Coxeter number of
g. Expand ψ in terms of the simple roots
ψ
ψ2
=
r∑
i=1
mi
αi
α2i
,
definingmi, i = 1, . . . r, which are positive integers. Define m0 = 1, and then
∑r
i=0mi
αi
α2i
= 0.
Now the affine Toda field theories, for an r-component scalar field u, have equations of motion
∂2u
∂t2
− ∂
2u
∂x2
+
4µ2
β
r∑
i=0
mi
αi
α2i
eβαi.u = 0. (2.1)
Observe that any constant u such that eβu.αi = 1 or alternatively u ∈ 2π|β|ΛW (g∨), the weight
lattice of the co-root algebra, is a solution, provided β is chosen to be purely imaginary.
Thus we expect soliton solutions to exist which smoothly interpolate these vacua at x→ ±∞.
Hollowood found some exact soliton solutions in the An−1 case [16], using the Hirota method.
There is also a discussion of these solutions, and excited modes around them, discovered using
the inverse scattering method in [17].
For λi a fundamental weight, defined by
2λi·αj
α2j
= δij , Hollowood found in [16], for a
constant Q ∈ C ,
e−βλi·u =
1 +QωijW
1 +QW
, ω = e
2πi
n , (2.2)
where W = e2µ sin(
πj
n
)(e−θx+−eθx−), with x± = t± x.
The integer j denotes the species of soliton, which can be associated with the fundamental
representation V j of g, which is defined to have highest weight λj . Indeed, it has been
checked explicitly in the An−1 case [18] that the topological charges of a soliton of species j
are weights of V j . The topological charge is defined to be the difference between u as x→∞
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and x → −∞, and the charge of (2.2) jumps to different values as we vary the phase of Q.
However there still remains the problem that, for n ≥ 4, not all the weights are filled by
classical single soliton solutions, and this begs the question whether there are some missing
classical solitons. In what follows we must assume that these missing classical solutions
actually exist, or that states are created in the quantum theory, so that a multiplet of solitons
of species j transform in the fundamental representation V j . Otherwise the representations
would have to be restricted to physical spaces, to fit in with what is known classically, and
somehow incorporated into the residues at the poles in the S-matrix, and the unitarity sum,
Sij(θ)Sji(−θ), of the S-matrix. These spaces would no longer be representations.
Soliton solutions for the other simply-laced cases were found by Olive, Turok and Un-
derwood [19, 20]. Again there is the problem that there are many missing charges, but the
charges of a given species are still contained in the appropriate fundamental representation,
as in the An case. Within their abstract formalism, the true origin of the different sorts of
species of soliton, each species being associated with a node of the Dynkin diagram of g,
was discovered. It was shown that the solitons of a given species have the same mass, and
crucially the solitons of species i have the same mass as the particle associated with the ith
node of the Dynkin diagram in the quantum field theory, up to some global renormalisation
of the particle masses. Furthermore, a certain coefficient, Xij(θ), which we shall call the
interaction function, and which plays an important roˆle in the multi-soliton solutions, arose
from the normal ordering of two vertex operators F i(z) and F j(w). Here θ is the relative
rapidity of the two solitons of species i and j.
F i(z)F j(w) = Xij(θ) : F i(z)F j(w) : .
Each vertex operator F i(z) ‘creates’ a soliton in the formalism. An explicit formula is given
for Xjk(θ):
Xjk(θ) =
h∏
p=1
(
1− eθeπih (2p+ c(j)−c(k)2 )
)γj ·σpγk
. (2.3)
Here c(i) = ±1 is the ‘colour’ of the node i of the Dynkin diagram of g, which can be bi-
coloured in a certain way. σ is a special element of the Weyl group known as the Coxeter
element, σh = 1, and γi = c(i)αi. The Coxeter element σ partitions the root system into r
orbits of h elements, with γi a representative of each orbit, for i = 1, . . . , r. Also γj · σpγk =
±2,±1, 0. These integers are known explicitly for each algebra g, and are summarised in
tables later on in this paper.
As discussed in [20], Xjk(θ) has poles at some purely imaginary values of θ. These occur
if γj · σpγk = −2, or if γj · σpγk = −1. The latter case is equivalent to γj + σpγk = σqγr,
for some integers q and r. This is Dorey’s fusing rule for the fusing of particles in the real
coupling affine Toda field theories[1, 15], j + k → r. It is no surprise that we get a classical
fusing of solitons in this case, in the sense that if we analytically continue the relative rapidity
θ of the two soliton solution, made up of species j and k solitons, to this pole in Xjk(θ),
and subject to renormalising the constants Q which occur in the solution, we get a single
soliton solution of species k. We expect that in the quantum theory the solitons will couple
according to this Dorey fusing rule.
The case γj · σpγk = −2, implies that γj + σpγk = 0, or equivalently that the two solitons
are anti-solitons of each other. This pole in Xjk(θ) corresponds to the breather, and actually
lies at θ = iπ.
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It should be noted that the zeroes of the interaction function, Xjk(θ), are also important
and lead to additional excited modes of oscillation around the standard single solitons[17].
3 Time delays in affine Toda field theories and their S-matrix
like properties
The two soliton solution in the An−1 theories, of species j and k, is [20]
e−βλi·u =
1 +Qjω
ijWj +Qkω
ikWk +X
jk(θ)QjQkω
i(j+k)WjWk
1 +QjWj +QkWk +Xjk(θ)QjQkWjWk
, (3.1)
with Wr = e
2µ sin(πr
n
)(e−θrx+−eθrx−), and Xjk(θ) is defined by equation (2.3), with θ = θj−θk.
Following the argument in [9], suppose that the velocity of the rth soliton is vr, and that
vj > vk. We track the j
th soliton by looking at a neighbourhood in space-time of x ∼ vjt. In
this neighbourhood Wj is of order one, and for κ > 0,
Wk ∼ eκ(vj−vk)t → ∞, as t→∞
→ 0, as t→ −∞, (3.2)
so in the limit t→∞, the two soliton solution becomes
e−βλi.u =
Qkω
ikWk +X
jk(θ)QjQkω
i(j+k)WjWk
QkWk +Xjk(θ)QjQkWjWk
= ωik
(
1 +QjX
jk(θ)ωijWj
1 +QjXjk(θ)Wj
)
, (3.3)
and in the limit t→ −∞,
e−βλi.u =
1 +Qjω
ijWj
1 +QjWj
.
We see that the overall affect of soliton k on the progress of soliton j through the interaction
is Qj → QjXjk(θ). Since the position of the soliton is proportional to log |Qj |, the time delay
or phase shift is proportional to logXjk(θ).
This result is particularly simple for the An−1 theories, where the single solitons have only
one power of W in the numerator and denominator of e−βλi.u. However in the remaining
simply-laced theories there are higher powers of W , and the coefficients of the intermediate
powers are not determined explicitly in the abstract formalism of Olive, Turok, and Under-
wood [19, 20]. It is therefore fortunate that these intermediate powers do not affect the
asymptotic behaviour in time of the solutions (where we have seen that W → 0, or W →∞),
and that the time delay is determined completely be the ordering of the vertex operators,
giving rise to Xjk(θ). In [9], it is demonstrated that the time delay ∆(θ), for all simply-laced
theories, is still (for Re (θ) > 0)
∆(θ) = − 2h|β|2 logX
jk(θ).
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In [9], it is also shown that Xjk(θ) is real for θ real, and 0 < Xjk(θ) < 1, so that the
force between distinguishable solitons must be attractive. In the following, we shall need the
classical ‘unitarity’ condition [9]
Xjk(θ) = Xjk(−θ). (3.4)
Also in [9], a crossing property of Xjk(θ) is discussed (crossing has no meaning classically) in
anticipation of its relevance to the crossing property of the S-matrix, Sjk(iπ − θ) = S ¯k(θ).
Note that a smooth analytic continuation θ → iπ−θ is implicit in this crossing. We reproduce
the argument here, since a modified form of the argument will be needed for the crossing of
the exact S-matrix, and it will be useful to refer back.
Recall that the anti-soliton species ¯ to the species j is defined by γj + σ
pγ¯ = 0, in fact
the integer p which achieves this is known to be p = −h2 − c(j)−c(¯)4 , see [15]. Then Xjk(θ)
satisfies the following crossing property:
Xjk(θ + iπ) = X ¯k(θ)−1. (3.5)
The proof is:
Xjk(θ + iπ) =
h∏
p=1
(
e−θ − e iπh (2p+h+ c(j)−c(k)2 )
)−γ¯·σp+h2 + c(j)−c(¯)4 γk
=
h∏
p′=1
(
e−θ − e iπh (2p′+ (c(¯)−c(k))2 )
)−γ¯·σp′γk
= X ¯k(θ)−1.
Note that we do not have the expected Xjk(iπ − θ) = X ¯k(θ). This is because, in checking
the crossing property of the semi-classical limit (1.1), we must take the crossing condition
θ → iπ + θ, rather than θ → iπ − θ, so that we do not analytically continue through the
imaginary θ axis [21]. During the limit, poles accumulate on the imaginary axis, which
becomes a natural boundary when the limit is taken. There are two different expressions
for the semi-classical limit (1.1), for Re (θ) > 0 and Re (θ) < 0, which are not analytic
continuations of each other1. The best that we can do is to check the crossing property by
staying within Re (θ) > 0, say, by the analytic continuation θ → iπ + θ, and then relate the
point iπ + θ to iπ − θ by the Hermitian analyticity property S(iπ + θ)† = S(iπ − θ), for θ
real [22]. The complex conjugation reverses the sign of logX ¯k(θ).
Now Xjk(θ) has other properties which are remeniscent of the S-matrix. The poles of
Xjk(θ) have already been discussed in the context of the classical fusing of solitons, and
breathers. However it is also clear that the simple poles (due to fusing) are in precisely the
same positions on the physical strip as the pole due to the fusing of particles in the exact
particle Toda S-matrix Sjk(θ) [11, 12]. It should be noted that the fusing angles U rjk, U
j
kr,
and Ukrj, for the fusing j + k → r¯, are the same for particles in the particle S-matrices, and
for ground state solitons in the ground state soliton S-matrices. This is so, provided the
classical soliton masses all receive the same quantum corrections in the quantum theory, that
is, they are all rescaled by the same constant. For the simply-laced theories, this is believed
1I would like to thank David Olive for discussions on this point.
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to be true, see [23] for the An case, and the same methods as in [23] are used for the other
simply-laced cases in [24]. However, for the non-simply-laced cases, which are not discussed
in this paper, it is believed that the masses do not all receive the same correction [24].
If the pole in Xjk(θ) is simple and due to the fusing j + k → r¯, using the notation of
section 4 for the fusing angles, and referring forward to that section, the Toda particle masses
Mj obey the equation, from [15],
q(1) · σp(γj) = iMje−
iπ
h
(2p+
(1−c(j))
2
),
here σq(1) = ωq(1). Hence from the fusing rule γj + σ
pγk = σ
qγr, we have
Mj +Mke
iUr
jk =Mr¯e
iU¯kjr , (3.6)
where
U rjk = −
π
h
(
2p+
c(j) − c(k)
2
)
,
and
U¯kjr = −
π
h
(
2q +
c(j) − c(r)
2
)
.
There are two poles in the variable eθ in Xij(θ) due to the fusing j + k → r, since there are
precisely two inequivalent values of p and q, p′ and q′, such that
γj + σ
pγk = σ
qγr, 1 ≤ p ≤ h,
γj + σ
p′γk = σ
q′γr, 1 ≤ p′ ≤ h,
with p, p′ and q, q′ related by [15] p′ = h− p + c(k)−c(j)2 , and q′ = h− q + c(k)−c(j)2 . Now the
poles in Xjk(θ) lie at e−θ = e
πi
h
(2p+
c(j)−c(k)
2
), or
θ = − iπ
h
(2p +
c(j) − c(k)
2
) + 2πni, (3.7)
where n is an integer, and also at the position obtained by replacing p with p′. From equation
(3.6), the pole on the physical strip of the S-matrix lies at θ = iU rjk + 2πmi, where m is the
integer which allows us to take 0 < Im(θ) ≤ π. Since 1 ≤ p ≤ h, we must have m = 1, and
hence the pole lies at
θ =
iπ
h
(2(h− p) + c(k)− c(j)
2
). (3.8)
In order to have Im(θ) ≤ π, we must also have p ≥ h2 + c(k)−c(j)4 , and this is only possible
for precisely one of the two allowed values of p in the fusing rule, since suppose that p <
h
2+
c(k)−c(j)
4 , then for the alternative value p
′, where p′ = h−p+ c(k)−c(j)2 , and p′ > h2+ c(k)−c(j)4 ,
we can choose this possibility for p, and the pole in the S-matrix on the physical strip lies at
θ = iU rjk + 2πi =
iπ
h
(
2(h − p) + c(k)− c(j)
2
)
. (3.9)
From (3.7), we see that Xjk(θ) also has a pole in this position, and we have established the
result.
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Xjk(θ) also satisfies a classical bootstrap equation. Define the fusing angles U¯ cab, as
discussed in section 4, and suppose that the fusing j + r → k is allowed, then we have the
classical bootstrap equation
Xik(θ) = Xij(θ − iU¯ rjk¯)Xir(θ + iU¯ jrk¯). (3.10)
This is proved as follows:
The fusing angles U¯ r
jk¯
and U¯ j
rk¯
can be defined through the equation
Mk =Mje
−iU¯r
jk¯ +Mre
iU¯j
rk¯ .
Again from [15], we have from σqγk = γj + σ
sγr, where s is the choice out of the two
inequivalent possibilities that places the pole due to the fusing at θ = iU k¯jr on the physical
strip, that
U¯ rjk¯ =
π
h
(
−2q + c(k)− c(j)
2
)
(3.11)
and
U¯ j
rk¯
= −π
h
(
2(s− q) + c(k)− c(r)
2
)
. (3.12)
We compute
Xij(θ − iU¯ rjk¯)Xir(θ + iU¯ jrk¯)
=
h∏
p,p′=1
(
e−θ−eπih (2p+ c(i)−c(j)2 )−πih (−2q+ c(k)−c(j)2 )
)γi·σpγj(
e−θ−eπih (2p′+ c(i)−c(r)2 )−πih (2(s−q)+ c(k)−c(r)2 )
)γi·σp′γr
if u = p+ q = p′ − s+ q, then
=
h∏
p=1
(
e−θ − eπih (2u+ c(i)−c(k)2 )
)γi·(σpγj+σp′γr)
,
but σpγj + σ
p′γr = σ
u−q(γj + σsγr) = σuγk, so this expression equals
h∏
u=1
(
e−θ − eπih (2u+ c(i)−c(k)2 )
)γi·σuγk
= Xik(θ),
as required.
4 Axiomatics of S-matrix theory: crossing, unitarity and the
bootstrap
Consider an S-matrix Sab(θ) : Va ⊗ Vb → Vb ⊗ Va, where θ is the relative rapidity of the two
incoming solitons, and Va is a vector spaces of charges, associated with a soliton of species a.
Typically in what follows, Va will be the a’th fundamental representation of a Lie algebra.
It must satisfy the following properties:
1. Crossing
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Sa¯b(θ) = (1⊗ Ca).[σ · Sba(iπ − θ)]t2 · σ · (Ca¯ ⊗ 1), (4.1)
where σ is the twist map σ(x⊗ y) = (y ⊗ x), t2 means transpose in the second space. Ca is
the charge conjugation matrix from Va to Va¯.
2. Unitarity
Sab(θ)Sba(−θ) = 1. (4.2)
3. Bootstrap
Suppose that there is a pole at θ = iU cab due to the fusing a + b → c¯ in Sab(θ), in the
direct channel, then we must have
m2c¯ = m
2
c = m
2
a +m
2
b + 2mamb cos(U
c
ab). (4.3)
It also follows, by crossing, that we are allowed the fusings bc→ a¯, and ca→ b¯, and hence
U cab + U
a
bc + U
b
ca = 2π.
It is also helpful if rewrite the mass equation (4.3) as
mc = mae
−iU¯bac +mbeiU¯
a
bc , (4.4)
where U¯ bac = π − U bac, etc. Note that U cab = U¯ bac + U¯abc. This implies that we can rewrite (4.4)
as
mce
iU¯bac = ma +mbe
iUcab (4.5)
Now, associated with a fusing ab→ c¯, there is a ‘fusing’ of the spaces
Va ⊗ Vb = Vc¯ ⊕ · · ·
Let Pc¯ denote the projection from Va ⊗ Vb to Vc¯. The residue of Sab(θ) must be proportional
to Pc¯, and for any third soliton d, we must have the bootstrap equation:
Sdc¯(θ) = (Pc¯ ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ Sda(θ + iU¯ bac))(Sdb(θ − iU¯abc)⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ Pc¯). (4.6)
5 The quantum Yang-Baxter equation
The quantum Yang-Baxter equation with spectral parameter is the following equation for the
R-matrix
Rab(x) : Va ⊗ Vb → Vb ⊗ Va :
(Rbc(
xb
xc
)⊗ 1)(1⊗Rac(xa
xc
))(Rab(
xa
xb
)⊗ 1) = (1⊗Rab(xa
xb
))(Rac(
xa
xc
)⊗ 1)(1⊗Rbc(xb
xc
)), (5.1)
both sides being a linear map
Va ⊗ Vb ⊗ Vc → Vc ⊗ Vb ⊗ Va.
This is represented diagrammatically as
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✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✘✘✿
b c
a
b c
a
=
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ✒
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅■
✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✿
t
b c
a
The affine quantum groups can provide some solutions for Rab : Va⊗Vb → Vb⊗Va, for certain
specific representations Va and Vb of the quantum group.
Suppose that Va ⊗ Vb = ⊕
∑n
i=1 V
′
i , with each V
′
i appearing only once. The co-product
of the affine quantum group defines this decomposition, and tells us how to construct the
q-dependent projection matrices Pi, from Va ⊗ Vb onto V ′i . Also
∑n
i=1 Pi = 1, and PnPm =
δnmPn. The R-matrix can be written
Rab(x) =
n∑
i=1
ρi(x)Pi,
and the scalar functions ρi(x) actually solved, since an equivalent definition of the R-matrix
is that the co-product commutes with Rab(x). This is the celebrated work of Jimbo [25].
For g = su(2), or sine-Gordon, it is possible to show, for example in the spin half repre-
sentation V1, and for the so-called homogeneous gradation, where the spectral parameter is
associated only with the zero’th root of the affine algebra, that
R11(x) =((x1/2q1 − x−1/2q−1)P3 + (x−1/2q1 − x1/2q−1)P0). (5.2)
Here, P3 projects onto the spin
3
2 representation, and P0 the trivial representation. We adopt
the notation for writing V ⊗W in vector form, as, for vi the ith entry in the vector in V , and
similarly for wi, we write vi ⊗ wj ∈ V ⊗W as the (2 ∗ (i − 1) + j)th entry in the vector for
V ⊗W .
For q the standard deformation parameter in the quantum group Uq(su(2)), it is easy to
show from the co-product that
P0 =
1
q + q−1


0 0 0 0
0 q−1 −1 0
0 −1 q 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
P3 = 1− P0 = 1
q + q−1


q + q−1 0 0 0
0 q 1 0
0 1 q−1 0
0 0 0 q + q−1

 .
Hence combining P0 and P3 into (5.2), we have in the homogeneous gradation
R(x) =


x1/2q − x−1/2q−1 0 0 0
0 x1/2(q − q−1) x1/2 − x−1/2 0
0 x1/2 − x−1/2 x−1/2(q − q−1) 0
0 0 0 x1/2q − x−1/2q−1

 . (5.3)
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For the soliton S-matrices, we prefer to use the principal gradation. For any simply-laced
algebra g, we can move between the homogeneous and principal gradations quite easily, by
setting
σ12 = x
T3/h ⊗ 1, σ21 = 1⊗ xT3/h,
where T3 is the Cartan-subalgebra element of the maximal embedding of an su(2) subalgebra
in g. Then from [26, 27],
RP (x) = σ21RH(x
h)σ−112 .
Doing this for sine-Gordon gives
R11P (x) =


xq − x−1q−1 0 0 0
0 q − q−1 x− x−1 0
0 x− x−1 q − q−1 0
0 0 0 xq − x−1q−1

 .
Now it is possible to show, for example there is a proof in [4], that Rab(x) satisfies the
crossing condition (4.1), for Va and Vb the fundamental representations, in either the principal
or homogeneous gradations. This can be checked explicitly for sine-Gordon by the reader.
It is also possible to show, for An, that R
ab(x) satisfies the bootstrap equation (4.6),
for Va and Vb again the fundamental representations. This is usually called ‘fusion’ in the
literature. However for the D and E series of algebras, it is only possible to show this for
R intertwining between tensor products of larger spaces Wa ⊃ Va, but with W1 = V1 [28].
This is an argument for saying that R-matrices do not exist for R intertwining between the
smaller spaces Va⊗Vb (if either a or b is different from 1), which is vindicated by the method
for calculating R-matrices using projections, see section 11.
We also note that for R11(x) defined by (5.2) in sine-Gordon, for the homogeneous gra-
dation
R11H (x)R
11
H (x
−1) = (x1/2q − x−1/2q−1)(x−1/2q − x1/2q−1)(P3 + P0)
=
(1− xq2)(1− x−1q2)
q2
.1.
The only change for the principal gradation is x→ x2, and
R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1) =
(1− x2q2)(1− x−2q2)
q2
.1. (5.4)
6 The ‘regularised’ quantum dilogarithm
The quantum dilogarithm [29, 7] is defined as
Sq(w) =
∞∏
k=0
(1 + q2n+1w) = exp
( ∞∑
k=1
(−w)k
k(qk − q−k)
)
. (6.1)
It satisfies the key defining property
Sq(qw)
Sq(q−1w)
=
1
1 + w
. (6.2)
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The first expression converges for |q| < 1, and the second for |q| 6= 1, and |w| < 1. The
classical dilogarithm, for |w| < 1, is defined as
L2(w) = −
∫ w
0
dz
z
log(1− z) =
∞∑
k=1
wk
k2
, (6.3)
so the second equation of (6.1) is a sort of q-deformed exponential of the classical dilogarithm
(6.3). Furthermore in the limit ǫ → 0, ǫ < 0 and q = eǫ, it is easy to see that, to leading
order
Sq(w) ∼ e
1
2ǫ
L2(−w),
and this further justifies the term ‘quantum dilogarithm’ for (6.1).
Unfortunately (6.1) suffers from a serious defect which means that as it stands it cannot
play a roˆle in the integrable models discussed in this paper, simply because we expect that
|q| = 1. The second expression in (6.1) is seen to diverge, since if q is a root of unity then a
term in the series is infinite, otherwise q2k becomes arbitrarily close to 1 an infinite number
of times, and so the series must be greater than any given bound. Nevertheless, the situation
can be repaired because the function, introduced in [7],
Sˆq(w) = exp
(
1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x
(w)−ix
sinh(πx) sinh(µx)
)
, (6.4)
where q = eiµ, and the contour goes above the pole at the origin, satisfies
Sˆq(qw)
Sˆq(q−1w)
=
1
1 + w
. (6.5)
The same property as (6.2). The integral (6.4) converges if Im(log(w)) < π + µ, we then
use the above functional equation to define it for all log(w). To show this property (6.5), we
compute
Sˆq(qw)
Sˆq(q−1w)
= exp
(
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x
(w)−ix
sinh(πx)
)
,
closing the contour in the upper-half plane if |w| < 1, the lower-half plane if |w| > 1, and
summing up the residue contributions from simple poles on the imaginary axis, taking care
of a residue contribution from the origin when closing the contour in the lower-half plane, as
shown in [7].
We take (6.4) as a suitable definition of a ‘regularised’ quantum dilogarithm which should
replace (6.1), when |q| = 1. To further justify the term ‘dilogarithm’, we also show that
the classical dilogarithm is obtained in the limit µ → 0, this will also be important for the
calculations to follow.
The leading order behaviour in this limit is given by (for |z| < 1), closing the contour in
the upper half plane,
log Sˆq(z) =
1
4µ
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x2
z−ix
sinhπx
=
2πi
4µ
∞∑
n=1
zn
−n2π(−1)n
12
=
−i
2µ
L2(−z)
=
i
2µ
∫ z
0
dw
w
log(1 + w). (6.6)
For |z| > 1, closing the contour in the lower half plane,
log(Sˆq(z)) =
1
4µ
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x2
z−ix
sinh πx
= −2πi
4µ
−∞∑
n=−1
zn
−n2π(−1)n − 2πires(0)
=
i
2µ
∞∑
n=1
(−z)−n
n2
+
i
4µ
(log z)2
=
i
2µ
L2(−z−1) + i
4µ
(log z)2
= − i
2µ
∫ z−1
0
dw
w
log(1 + w) +
i
4µ
(log z)2. (6.7)
Now observe that if we change the variable of integration of (6.4) by x→ (π/µ)x, then
Sˆq(w) = exp
(
1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x
(w)
−iπ
µ
x
sinh(π
2
µ x) sinh(πx)
)
= Sˆq˜(w
π/µ), (6.8)
where q˜ = e
π2
µ
i.
We can also expand the function, in order to study its poles and zeroes. Setting eip = w,
we have
Sˆµ(w) = e
− ip2
8µ
− i
24
(µ+π
2
µ
)
∞∏
k,l=0
(
p+ π(2k + 1) + µ(2l + 1)
−p+ π(2k + 1) + µ(2l + 1)
)
. (6.9)
This can be written as an infinite product of gamma functions, using the Weierstrass product
formula for the gamma function. We can do this in two different ways, by taking the product
over k or l. Thus
Sˆµ(w) = e
− ip2
8µ
− i
24
(µ+π
2
µ
)
∞∏
l=0
(
Γ(− p2π − 12π + µ2π (2l + 1))
Γ( p2π − 12π + µ2π (2l + 1))
)
,
Sˆµ(w) = e
− ip2
8µ
− i
24
(µ+π
2
µ
)
∞∏
k=0
(Γ(− p2µ − 12µ + π2µ(2k + 1))
Γ( p2µ − 12µ + π2µ(2k + 1))
)
. (6.10)
The duality property (6.8) under µ → π2/µ can be rederived from (6.9) by swapping k and
l in the product and multiplying the numerator and denominator by π/µ.
We also note the property,
Sˆµ(w)Sˆµ(w
−1) = e
i(log(w))2
4µ
− i
12
(µ+π
2
µ
)
, (6.11)
derived from computing the integral Sˆµ(w)Sˆµ(w
−1), the contour becoming a small circle
around the orgin, so only the residue at the origin contributes.
In what follows we replace the notation Sˆq(z) with Sq(z).
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7 The sine-Gordon solution (Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov)
For g = su(2), we recall the equation for R11(θ), as given in section 5,
S11(θ) = v(x)


xq − x−1q−1 0 0 0
0 q − q−1 x− x−1 0
0 x− x−1 q − q−1 0
0 0 0 xq − x−1q−1


=


S(θ) 0 0 0
0 SR(θ) ST (θ) 0
0 ST (θ) SR(θ) 0
0 0 0 S(θ)

 .
Here, following from the standard notation in [5], S(θ) is the identical soliton-soliton process
(or anti-soliton–anti-soliton), SR(θ) the soliton–anti-soliton reflection process, and ST (θ) the
soliton–anti-soliton transmission process. From the crossing property of R11(x) and (5.4) in
section 5, the crossing and unitarity equations for v(x) are respectively
v(x) = v(x−1q−1), (7.1)
v(x−1)v(x) =
q2
(1− x2q2)(1− x−2q2) . (7.2)
Here,
x = e
8πθ
γ , q = e
− 8π2i
γ = −e−
8π2i
|β|2 , γ =
|β|2
1− |β|28π
,
and we see that the crossing condition θ → iπ − θ implies x→ x−1q−1.
Now an infinite family of solutions to these equations, labelled by the integer n, is given by:
v(x) =
q
(1− x2q2)
Xq(x)
Xq(x−1)
(7.3)
where
Xq(x) =
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix2q2)
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix2)
(7.4)
Proof
We check crossing (7.1)
Xq(x
−1q−1) =
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix−2)
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix−2q−2)
= Xq(x
−1)−1(1− x−2),
in the last step we have used the property (6.5). Similarly
Xq(xq) =
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix2q4)
Sq−2(e
iπ+2πnix2q2)
= Xq(x)
−1(1− x2q2).
Then
v(x−1q−1) =
q
1− x−2
Xq(x
−1q−1)
Xq(xq)
=
q
1− x2q2
Xq(x)
Xq(x−1)
= v(x),
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as required.
Observe that the unitarity equation (7.2) follows automatically.
Comparison with the Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov solution
We will see that the above solution for n = 0 is the same as the Zamolodchikov-
Zamolodchikov solution [5].
Proof
We work with
ST (θ) =
q(x− x−1)
1− x2q2 v(x) = qx
Sq−2(e
iπx2q2)Sq−2(e
iπx−2)
Sq−2(e
iπx−2q−2)Sq−2(eiπx2q4)
.
Here the common intersection of ranges of θ for which each integral in each of the four
quantum dilogarithms separately converges is
π > Im (θ) > π − γ
8
.
Then
ST (θ) = qx exp
(
1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
(eiπx2q2)−iy + (eiπx−2)−iy − (eiπx−2q−2)−iy − (eiπx2q4)−iy
sinh(πy) sinh(µy)
)
for q−2 = eiµ, µ =
16π2
γ
,
and
(eiπx2q2)−iy+ (eiπx−2)−iy −(eiπx−2q−2)−iy − (eiπx2q4)−iy
= (e−16πiθy/γ−µy − e16πiθy/γ+µy)(1− e−µy)eπy
= 4 sinh(−16πiθy/γ − µy) sinh(µy
2
)eπy−
µy
2 . (7.5)
Let
J = log(ST (θ))− log(qx) = 1
4
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
(eiπx2q2)−iy + (eiπx−2)−iy − (eiπx−2q−2)−iy − (eiπx2q4)−iy
sinh(πy) sinh(µy)
= −
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sinh(16πiθy/γ + µy)e(π−
µ
2
)y
2 cosh(µy2 ) sinh(πy)
, (7.6)
and let y → −y, then the contour passes below the pole at the origin. Moving the contour
through this pole gives a positive residue contribution from the origin.
J =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sinh(16πiθy/γ + µy)e−(π−
µ
2
)y
2 cosh(µy2 ) sinh(πy)
+ 2πi.res(0),
where the contour here is the same as in (7.6).
Now
2πi.res(0) = 2πi
1
2π
(
16πiθ
γ
+
16π2
γ
) =
−16πθ
γ
+
16π2i
γ
,
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and
J = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sinh(16πiθy/γ + µy)
2 cosh(µy2 ) sinh(πy)
1
2
(e(π−µ/2)y − (e−(π−µ/2)y + 2πi.res(0)))
=
2πi.res(0)
2
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sinh(16πiθy/γ + µy) sinh(π − µ/2)y
2 cosh(µy2 ) sinh(πy)
. (7.7)
After the change of integration variable, y → γ16π2 y,
log(ST (θ))− log(qx) = −8πθ
γ
+
8π2i
γ
+
i
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sin((i− θπ )y) sinh( γ16π − 12)y
cosh(y2 ) sinh(
γy
16π )
. (7.8)
Since log(qx) = 8πθγ − 8π
2i
γ , we have the result
ST (θ) = exp
(
i
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
y
sin((i − θπ )y) sinh( γ16π − 12)y
cosh(y2 ) sinh(
γy
16π )
)
. (7.9)
This is the solution due to Karowski et al [6], and converges in the stated range
π > Im (θ) > π − γ
8
.
We also expand our result for n = 0 in terms of an infinite double product, using the
expansion (6.9) for the quantum dilogarithm – this is not strictly needed to establish the
identity with the Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov solution [5], since this is guaranteed through
the Karowski integral formula above, but the result, of course, agrees with [5], after we move
to the description using gamma functions.
ST (θ) = qx.e
8π2i
γ e
−8πθ
γ .
∞∏
k,l=0
(π(2k + 2) + µ(2l)− 16πθiγ
π(2k) + µ(2l + 2) + 16πθiγ
)(π(2k + 2) + µ(2l + 1) + 16πθiγ
π(2k) + µ(2l + 1)− 16πθiγ
)
×
( π(2k) + µ(2l)− 16πθiγ
π(2k + 2) + µ(2l + 2) + 16πθiγ
)( π(2k) + µ(2l + 3) + 16πθiγ
π(2k + 2) + µ(2l − 1)− 16πθiγ
)
,
so
ST (θ) =
∞∏
k,l=0
( k + 1 + 8πγ 2l − 8θiγ
k + 8πγ (2l + 2) +
8θi
γ
)(k + 1 + 8πγ (2l + 1) + 8θiγ
k + 8πγ (2l + 1)− 8θiγ
)
×
( k + 8πγ (2l)− 8θiγ
k + 1 + 8πγ (2l + 2) +
8θi
γ
)( k + 8πγ (2l + 3) + 8θiγ
k + 1 + 8πγ (2l − 1)− 8θiγ
)
. (7.10)
The reflectionless result
The reflection process, given by SR(θ), vanishes at the values of the coupling q
2 = 1, or
8π
γ = N , where N is an integer. We relate these reflectionless conditions on the coupling to
q a primitive even root of unity, in the hope that the expression (7.3) will simplify. In order
to do this we must pass to the dual description of ST (θ), using the duality property (6.8) :
ST (θ) = qx
Sq˜−2(e
−iπ q˜−2eθ)Sq˜−2(q˜−2e−θ)
Sq˜−2(e
−2iπ q˜−2eθ)Sq˜−2(eiπ q˜−2e−θ)
(7.11)
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At these reflectionless values of the coupling q˜−2 = e
iγ
16 = e
iπ
2N . Setting 2N = n, and using
the quantum dilogarithm property (6.5) for Sq˜−2(w):
Sq˜−2(w)
Sq˜−2(we
2πi
n )
= (1 + we
iπ
n ),
Sq˜−2(we
2πi
n )
Sq˜−2(we
4πi
n )
= (1 + we
3πi
n ),
...
Sq˜−2(we
(n−2)πi
n )
Sq˜−2(we
iπ)
= (1 + we
(n−1)πi
n )
so
Sq˜−2(w)
Sq˜−2(we
iπ)
= (1 + we
πi
n )(1 + we
3πi
n ) · · · (1 + we (n−1)πin ), (7.12)
and
Sq˜−2(we
−iπ)
Sq˜−2(w)
= (1 + we
−πi
n )(1 +we
−3πi
n ) · · · (1 + we−(n−1)πin ). (7.13)
Thus
ST (θ) = e
iNπeNθ
(1 + e
2πi
n e−θ)(1 + e
4πi
n e−θ) · · · (1 + enπin e−θ)
(1 + e
2πi
n eθ)(1 + e
4πi
n eθ) · · · (1 + enπin eθ)
= eiNπ
(1 + e
−iπ
N eθ)(1 + e
−2iπ
N eθ) · · · (1 + e−NiπN eθ)
(e
−iπ
N + eθ)(e
−2iπ
N + eθ) · · · (e−NiπN + eθ)
. (7.14)
This expression was the first result for the sine-Gordon S-matrix [30], originally obtained by
extrapolating from the time delay, ∆(θ) = 8|β|2 log
(
1−eθ
1+eθ
)2
, by using the formula
i
∫ θ
0
dθ′ log
(
eθ
′ − 1
eθ′ + 1
)2
=
∫ π
0
dx log
(
eθe−ix + 1
e−ix + eθ
)
. (7.15)
The full S-matrix (7.10), at arbitrary values of the coupling, was later obtained by extrapolat-
ing further from this result in [5], and such an extrapolation was carried out explicitly in an
elegant way in [31]. However, we shall see that the method involving quantum dilogarithms
is a more efficient way of extrapolating from the time delay to the full S-matrix, because it
is not clear, in general, how to find an analogue of (7.15) for the other cases.
There are an infinite family of solutions (7.3) labelled by the integer n. These can all be
written as the Zamolodchikov solution (with n = 0), multiplied by CDD factors, by repeated
application of (6.5), in the dual description.
8 The semi-classical limit for sine-Gordon
We work with the soliton-soliton process
S(θ) = −(xq − x−1q−1)v(x) = x−1 Xq(x)
Xq(x−1)
.
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Taking the limit as γ → 0 of Sq−2(w) is problematical since q−2 = e
16π2i
γ , and so we pass to the
dual description using property (6.8) of the quantum dilogarithm. This limit then corresponds
to q˜ → 1, and it has already been shown that we recover the classical dilogarithm in this
limit.
With q˜−2 = e
iγ
16 , we have
Xq(x) =
Sq˜−2((e
iπ+2πnix2q2)γ/16π)
Sq˜−2((e
iπ+2πnix2)γ/16π)
=
Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4neθe−iπ)
Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4neθ)
. (8.1)
Taking Re (θ) < 0, the leading order behaviour of this limit is (from equation (6.6))
lim
γ→0Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4neθ) = exp
(
8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log(1 + w)
)
,
and
lim
γ→0
Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4neθe−iπ) = exp
(
8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log(1− w)
)
,
and we see that
lim
γ→0
Xq(x) = exp
(
8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log
(
1−w
1 +w
))
. (8.2)
We see how the structure of the time delay for sine-Gordon, namely ∆(θ′) = 8
β2
log
(
1−eθ′
1+eθ′
)2
,
enters Xq(x), in fact Xq(x) can be thought of as a sort of q-deformed X
ij(θ), the normal
ordering coefficient of two classical vertex operators.
Now
Xq(x
−1) =
Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4ne−θe−iπ)
Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4ne−θ)
,
and from equation (6.7),
lim
γ→0Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4ne−θ) = exp
(
−8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log(1 + w) +
4i
γ
θ2
)
,
lim
γ→0Sq˜−2(q˜
−2−4ne−θe−iπ) = exp
(
−8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log(1− w) + 4i
γ
(θ + iπ)2
)
,
and
lim
γ→0
Xq(x
−1) = exp
(
−8i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
))
.e
4i
γ
(−π2+2πiθ).
Thus
lim
γ→0
x−1
Xq(x)
Xq(x−1)
= exp
(
16i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
))
.x−1e
8πθ
γ
+ 4iπ
2
γ
= e
4iπ2
γ exp
(
16i
γ
∫ eθ
0
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
))
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= exp
(
16i
γ
∫ eθ
1
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
))
, (8.3)
since ∫ 1
0
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
)
=
1
2
∫ 1
−1
dw
w
log
(
1− w
1 + w
)
= −π
2
4
.
So, for Re(θ) < 0,
lim
γ→0S(θ) = exp
(
8i
γ
∫ θ
0
dθ′ log
(
1− eθ′
1 + eθ′
)2)
. (8.4)
This is the correct form of the semi-classical limit for S(θ).
9 The su(3) solution
We label the fundamental representations of su(3) λ1, by 3, and λ2 by 3¯, the trivial repre-
sentation by 1, the adjoint representation by 8. From the decomposition 3 ⊗ 3 = 6 ⊕ 3¯, we
have, in the homogeneous gradation
R11(x) = (x1/2q − x−1/2q−1)P 336 + (x−1/2q − x1/2q−1)P 333¯ , (9.1)
where P 336 and P
33
3¯ are the projections from 3 ⊗ 3 → 6 and 3⊗ 3 → 3¯ respectively. We also
have
P 336 + P
33
3¯ = 1, (9.2)
and
(P 336 )
2 = P 336 , (P
33
3¯ )
2 = P 333¯ , P
33
3¯ P
33
6 = P
33
6 P
33
3¯ = 0. (9.3)
Similarly, from the decomposition 3⊗ 3¯ = 8⊕ 1, we have, in the homogeneous gradation,
R12(x12) = (x
1/2
12 q
3/2 − x−1/212 q−3/2)P 33¯8 + (x−1/212 q3/2 − x1/212 q−3/2)P 33¯1 , (9.4)
and
R21(x21) = (x
1/2
21 q
3/2 − x−1/221 q−3/2)P 3¯38 + (x−1/221 q3/2 − x1/221 q−3/2)P 3¯31 , (9.5)
where x12 = x
−1
21 . Since 3⊗ 3¯ 6= 3¯⊗ 3 we must replace equations (9.2) and (9.3) by
P 3¯38 P
33¯
8 + P
3¯3
1 P
33¯
1 = 1,
and
P 3¯31 P
33¯
8 = P
3¯3
8 P
33¯
1 = 0.
Using the Ansatz Sij(θ) = vij(θ)Rij(xij), for the S-matrix, and x = x12 = x11 = e
4πθ
γ , for
the spectral parameter xij in the principal gradation, and q = e
− 4π2
γ
i
. γ is defined as
γ =
|β|2
1− |β|24π
.
Now the unitarity condition is Sji(−θ)Sij(θ) = 1. Using the Ansatz for the S-matrix, we
then have
vji(−θ)vij(θ)Rji(xji)Rij(xij) = 1.
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We also impose vij(θ) = vji(θ). In this su(3), case we compute
R11(x−1)R11(x) =
(1− xq2)(1− x−1q2)
q2
,
R21(x−1)R12(x) = (x1/2q3/2 − x−1/2q−3/2)(x−1/2q3/2 − x1/2q−3/2). (9.6)
However the equations (9.1),(9.4) and (9.5) were for the homogeneous gradation, to move to
the principal gradation we must conjugate by the matrix σ12
RP (x) = σ21RH(x
h)σ−112 ,
the only effect this will have on the unitarity equations (9.6) is to replace x by x3, so that in
the principal gradation these equations read:
R11(x−1)R11(x) =
(1− x3q2)(1− x−3q2)
q2
R21(x−1)R12(x) = (x3/2q3/2 − x−3/2q−3/2)(x−3/2q3/2 − x3/2q−3/2). (9.7)
These equations in turn imply the following unitarity conditions for the scalar factors v11(θ)
and v12(θ):
v11(−θ)v11(θ) = q
2
(1− x3q2)(1− x−3q2) ,
v12(−θ)v12(θ) = 1
(x3/2q3/2 − x−3/2q−3/2)(x−3/2q3/2 − x3/2q−3/2) . (9.8)
The following crossing condition must also be satisfied under the crossing transformation
θ → iπ − θ,
v11(iπ − θ) = v21(θ) = v12(θ), (9.9)
this is because with the normalisations chosen for Rij(x), fixed by equations (9.1), (9.4)
and (9.5), the matrices R11(x) and R12(x) cross precisely into each other under the crossing
transformation x→ x−1q−1, and the application of the crossing matrices, with no extraneous
x-dependent factors (1 − xhqp). Bearing in mind that the classical time delays for su(3)
are given by (2.3):
X11(θ) =
(1− eθ)2
(1− e 2πi3 eθ)(1− e 4πi3 eθ)
,
X12(θ) =
(1− e−πi3 eθ)(1 − eπi3 eθ)
(1 + eθ)2
, (9.10)
we propose the following solution for v11(θ),
v11(x) =
−qeθ/2
(1− x3q2)
X11q (x)
X11q (x
−1)
, (9.11)
where
X11q (x) =
Sq−3(e
iπx3q3)√
Sq−3(e
iπx3q)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−1)
. (9.12)
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By extending the semi-classical limit calculation as γ → 0 for sine-Gordon, section 8, we see
that, for Re(θ) < 0, (also from (6.6)), after passing to the dual description using (6.8),
X11q (θ) =
Sq˜−3(q˜
−3eθe−iπ)√
Sq˜−3(q˜
−3eθe−
iπ
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
iπ
3 )
,
in the limit γ → 0,
lim
γ→0X
11
q (θ) ∼ e
6i
γ
∫ θ
−∞
dθ′ log(X11(θ′)1/2)
,
and for Re(θ) < 0, from (6.7)
lim
γ→0
X11q (−θ) ∼ e−
6i
γ
∫ θ
−∞
dθ′ log(X11(−θ′)1/2)
.e
6i
2γ
((−θ−iπ)2− 1
2
(−θ− iπ
3
)2− 1
2
(−θ+ iπ
3
)2).
We use the classical property Xij(θ) = Xij(−θ), and then
lim
γ→0
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
∼ e
6i
γ
∫ θ
−∞
dθ′ log(X11(θ′))
.x3/2e
8π2i
3γ ,
the factor x3/2 is cancelled in physical S-matrix elements. There are the additional constant
factors
e
iA
γ = e
6i
γ
∫ 0
−∞
dθ′ log(X11(θ′))
e
8π2i
3γ ,
which have yet to be computed explicitly, and are related to the number of bound states in
the channel under consideration. We have explicitly
lim
γ→0S
11
11(θ) = lim
γ→0 e
θ/2x−3/2
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
= e
iA
γ
+ i6
γ
∫ θ
0
dθ′ log(X11(θ′))
.
Here, the lower indices denote certain topological charges, and we recognize this as the correct
semi-classical behaviour.
Observe that in the solution for v11(θ) (9.11), we trivially have the unitarity equation (9.8)
for v11(θ). There is clearly a single-valuedness problem in the square-roots of the quantum
dilogarithms in the denominator of (9.12). This will turn out not to be a problem, the
combination X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ), which makes up physical S-matrix elements is truly single-
valued, as shall be discussed below.
We calculate the solution v12(θ) by crossing v11(θ), using equation (9.9):
X11q (x
−1q−1) =
Sq−3(e
iπx−3)√
Sq−3(e
iπx−3q−2)Sq−3(e−iπx−3q−4)
=
√
(1 + e−iπx−3q−1)
Sq−3(e
iπx−3)√
Sq−3(e
iπx−3q−2)Sq−3(e−iπx−3q2)
,
X11q (xq)
−1 =
√
Sq−3(eiπx3q4)Sq−3(e−iπx3q2)
Sq−3(e
iπx3q6)
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=√
(1 + eiπx3q)
(1− x3q3)
√
Sq−3(e
iπx3q−2)Sq−3(e−iπx3q2)
Sq−3(e
iπx3)
.
We define
X12q (x) =
√
Sq−3(e
iπx3q−2)Sq−3(e−iπx3q2)
Sq−3(e
iπx3)
=
√
Sq˜−3(q˜−3eθe
2iπ
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜3eθe
− 2iπ
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜−3eθ)
, (9.13)
noting that in the same way as for the X11q (θ) case, X
12
q (θ) reproduces the correct semi-
classical limit based on the time delay X12(θ). We then have for X11q (x)
X11q (x
−1q−1) =
√
(1 + e−iπx−3q−1)X12q (x
−1)−1
X11q (xq)
−1 =
√
(1 + eiπx3q)
(1− x3q3) X
12
q (x).
We note that the classical ‘crossing’ equation for Xij(θ) which in this case reads
X11(iπ − θ) = X21(−θ)−1, allows us to organise X11q (iπ − θ) as X21q (−θ)−1 times some
extraneous x-dependent factors obtained after repeatedly using the quantum dilogarithm
property (6.5).
In the general case this classical crossing property Xij(iπ − θ) = X ı¯j(−θ)−1, will always
guarantee that Xijq (iπ− θ) can be written as X ı¯jq (−θ)−1 times some extraneous factors. The
combination Xijq (θ)/X
ij
q (−θ) will cross into X ı¯jq (θ)/X ı¯jq (−θ) times these additional factors.
These extraneous factors are important in the method.
Hence we have the solution
v11(iπ − θ) = v21(θ) = v12(θ) = − qe
−θ/2eiπ/2
(1− x−3q−1)
X11q (x
−1q−1)
X11q (xq)
= − qe
−θ/2eiπ/2
(1− x−3q−1)
√
(1 + e−iπx−3q−1)(1 + eiπx3q)
(1− x3q3)
X12q (θ)
X12q (−θ)
=
e−θ/2
(x−3/2q−3/2 − x3/2q3/2)
X12q (θ)
X12q (−θ)
. (9.14)
We see that the prefactor in this solution for v12(θ), (x3/2q3/2 − x−3/2q−3/2)−1, which we
derived from crossing X11q (θ) is precisely the prefactor which is needed to ensure the unitarity
condition (9.8) for v12(θ). We have also implicitly computed the prefactor (1 − x3q2)−1 in
v11(θ), (9.11), since this factor when crossed was cancelled by the factor√
(1 + e−iπx−3q−1)(1 + eiπx3q),
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which was generated by the crossing of X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ). Therefore all the prefactors in
v11(θ) and v12(θ) which are required for unitarity are generated by the crossing.
To summarise, the postulated solutions are the following:
v11(θ) =
−qeθ/2
(1− x3q2)
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
,
v12(θ) = v21(θ) =
e−θ/2
(x−3/2q−3/2 − x3/2q3/2)
X12q (θ)
X12q (−θ)
. (9.15)
Where
X11q (θ) =
Sq−3(e
iπx3q3)√
Sq−3(e
iπx3q)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−1)
X12q (θ) =
√
Sq−3(e
iπx3q−2)Sq−3(e−iπx3q2)
Sq−3(e
iπx3)
. (9.16)
Several remarks about these solutions are in order. We have shown that they formally
satisfy the equations (9.8) and (9.9) and that they have the correct semi-classical behaviour
given by the time delays X11(θ) and X12(θ) in the limit γ → 0. But it is not yet clear that
the solutions are single-valued. An obvious obstacle to single-valuedness is the presence of the
square-roots of the quantum dilogarithms in Xijq (θ), the zeroes and poles of the square-rooted
quantum dilogarithms would apparently appear as branch points in the S-matrix, which are,
of course, unnacceptable. To overcome this problem, we use the fact that (6.11)
Sµ(w)Sµ(w
−1) = e
i(logw)2
4µ .e−
i
12
(µ+π
2
µ
), (9.17)
(the second constant factor is irrelevant), and note that in the denominator of X11q (θ), the
arguments of the quantum dilogarithms are of the form x3w and x3w−1, for w = eiπq. Hence
in the combination X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ), which is required for the S-matrix, the square-rooted
factors combine to give
√
Sq−3(e
iπx−3q)Sq−3(e−iπx−3q−1)
Sq−3(e
iπx3q)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−1)
=
C(θ)
Sq−3(e
iπx3q)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−1)
,
where C(θ) is a single-valued function, related to the first factor in (9.17). We see that the
obstacle to single-valuedness has disappeared since there are no square-roots.
We can similarly repeat this discussion on single-valuedness for the other S-matrix S12(θ),
X12q (θ) is given by equation (9.16), and it again satisfies the crucial property that the square-
rooted quantum dilogarithms in the numerator have arguments of the form x3w and x3w−1,
where w = eiπq−2.
Another remark that we wish to make about the solution concerns the choice of the
coupling constant independent phases e±iπ in the arguments of the quantum dilogarithms.
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These disappear from the semi-classical limit when we use the duality transformation (6.8)
to take the limit γ → 0. They obviously must be of the form eiπ+2πni, where n is an
integer, since only then do we reproduce the correct factors by crossing which are required
for unitarity (9.8), with a relative minus sign in each factor. Suppose we choose the first phase
in X11q (θ), (9.12), in the denominator to be e
iπ+2πni, the second phase in the denominator
is then fixed to be e−(iπ+2πni), as required for single-valuedness, and then the phase of the
quantum dilogarithm in the numerator is then fixed by requiring the soliton bootstrap to
work, see below. We then cross this solution over to X12q (θ) and so all the coupling constant
independent phases inX12q (θ) are completely fixed. This shows that the solution is completely
determined up to the arbitary integer n. The choice in the integer n moves the positions of
the simple poles, due to the fusing solitons, around. This particular choice, n = 0, is chosen
so that a pole lies precisely where we would expect it, at the same place as the simple pole in
the classical Xij(θ), which leads to the classical fusion of the two-soliton solution into a third
single-soliton solution, at θ = iU k¯ij , the fusing angle corresponding to the process i+ j → k.
As in sine-Gordon, it is always possible to write the solution with n 6= 0, as the solution
with n = 0, multiplied by the CDD factors, obtained by repeated application of (6.5) in the
dual description.
The poles
We label the weights of the fundamental representations 3,3¯ of su(3) as follows:
×3
2× ×1
3
×3
3¯
1× ×2
The poles of
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
= C(θ).
Sq−3(e
iπx3q3)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−3)
Sq−3(e
iπx3q)Sq−3(e
−iπx3q−1)
(9.18)
where C(θ) does not contain poles or zeroes, from the double infinite product expansion of
Sq−3(w) (6.9), are at the following places:
The poles arising from the initially square-rooted factors (from fusing solitons)
θ = −i
(
π
(6l + 2)
3
+
γ
6
(k + 1)
)
,
θ = −i
(
π
(6l + 4)
3
+
γ
6
(k)
)
. (9.19)
Poles arising from the initially non-square-rooted factors
θ = i
(
2πl +
γ
6
(k + 1)
)
,
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θ = i
(
2π(l + 1) +
γ
6
k
)
, (9.20)
and we have zeroes at precisely minus these positions, where k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . .. On the physical
strip these poles lie at precisely θ = iγ6 (k + 1). There are no poles on the physical strip from
the first set of factors, and the zeroes lie at θ = i
(
2π
3 +
γ
6 (k + 1)
)
. There are no zeroes on
the physical strip from the second set of factors.
Now consider actual S-matrix elements, rather than the solutions v11(θ) and v12(θ). From
explicit computations of the matrices R11(x) and R12(x), we have, (the lower indices denoting
topological charges, which are labelled by the diagrams above)
S1111(θ) = e
θ/2x−3/2
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
, (9.21)
and so the only poles on the physical strip are at θ = iγ(k+1)6 , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We interpret
these as crossed S1211(θ) breather poles, so that S
12
11(θ) has direct channel breather poles at
θ = iπ − iγ(k+1)6 , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We do not expect to see a pole due to the soliton fusion,
1 + 1 → 2, since the topological charges, or weights 1 plus 1 in the 3 representation do not
give a weight in 3¯. We expect, of course, to see such a pole in S1112→21(θ) (transmission), since
the weight 1 in the representation 3 plus the weight 2 in 3 is equal to the weight 3 in the
representation 3¯. Now
S1112→21(θ) =
sinh(6πθγ )
sinh(6πθγ − 4π
2i
γ )
x−3/2eθ/2
X11q (θ)
X11q (−θ)
. (9.22)
The prefactor contributes zeroes at θ = imγ6 , m ∈ Z, and poles at
θ =
2πi
3
+
inγ
6
, n ∈ Z. (9.23)
Therefore the poles on the physical strip in S1112(θ) lie at θ =
2πi
3 − inγ6 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The
poles with n > 0 in (9.23) are cancelled by the zeroes of X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ), and the poles of
X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ) at θ = ikγ/6, k = 0, 1, . . ., are cancelled by the zeroes of the prefactor at
θ = imγ6 .
The pole on the physical strip at θ = 2πi3 is due to the prefactor multiplying
X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ), which is designed to ensure that the unitarity condition is satisfied, and not
X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ) itself. The factors due to the fusing solitons (the ones that are square-rooted
in X11q (θ)) do not apparently introduce poles onto the physical strip. However the prefactors
required for unitarity arise from crossing X11q (θ)/X
11
q (−θ) as explained earlier. In fact for
each
√
S(wx3)S(w−1x3) in the denominator of Xijq (θ) we pick up a factor (1 + wx3)−1 for
the prefactor in vij(θ), and for the factor S(wx3) in the denominator of Xijq (θ) we also pick
up a factor (1 + wx3)−1. This means that the simple poles in Xij(θ), which were previously
explained in terms of the explicit classical fusing of solitons, are also at the same place in
the S-matrix, provided they are not cancelled by zeroes in Xijq (θ)/X
ij
q (−θ), as discussed in
section 3.
The soliton bootstrap
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We must check the internal consistency of the proposed result (9.15). We must check
that the simple poles interpreted as solitons do in fact generate S-matrix elements consistent
with the solutions so far derived. The method that is available for doing this is the so-called
bootstrap method, as discussed in section 4, which allows us to compute new S-matrices from
a given S-matrix. We can calculate the S-matrix for scattering the state interpreted as the
bound state in the given S-matrix (specified by the pole) with one of the original states in
the given S-matrix.
The ground state soliton case
We check this first for the ground state soliton, given by the pole at θ = 2πi3 , in S
11(θ).
We interpret it as pole due to the soliton of species 2, corresponding to the fusing 1+ 1→ 2.
We must check that the following matrix equation holds
S12(θ) = (I ⊗ S11(θ + iπ
3
))(S11(θ − iπ
3
)⊗ I)
∣∣∣
3⊗3¯, (9.24)
where the notation means that we restrict the right-hand side which is valued in the space
3⊗ 3⊗ 3 to the space 3⊗ 3¯. By using equation (6.11), we write v11(θ) and v12(θ) in the form
v11(θ) =
Sq˜−3(q˜
−3eθe−iπ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθeiπ)
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θe
iπ
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
−3eθe−
iπ
3 )
, (9.25)
and
v12(θ) =
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
−3eθe
2πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
−3e−2πi+θ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθ)
, (9.26)
and we strip off any possible constant factors, and factors of the form eκθ, in front of these
expressions.
In order to check the bootstrap we compute
v11(θ +
iπ
3
)v11(θ − iπ
3
).
In order to be able to cancel the Sq˜−3(w) when we compute this, it is helpful if we replace
all Sq˜−3(q˜
−3w) with Sq˜−3(q˜3w), and in the process pick up a factor of the form (1 + eθe
2πip
h ),
each time we make the replacement. So we write
v11(θ) =
(1 + eθe−
iπ
3 )
(1 + eθe−iπ)
.
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−iπ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθeiπ)
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θe
iπ
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
iπ
3 )
= B11(θ)−1v˜11(θ), (9.27)
where
B11(θ)−1 =
(1 + eθe−
iπ
3 )
(1 + eθe−iπ)
,
and similarly
v12(θ) =
(1 + eθ)
(1 + eθe
2πi
3 )
.
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
2πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθ)
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= B12(θ)−1v˜12(θ), (9.28)
where
B12(θ)−1 =
(1 + eθ)
(1 + eθe
2πi
3 )
.
These equations serve to define v˜ij(θ) and Bij(θ). Bij(θ) can be considered as ‘half’ of the
classical Xij(θ), in the sense that
Xij(θ) = const.Bij(θ).Bij(−θ). (9.29)
For example, in su(3),
B11(θ)B11(−θ) = −e iπ3 (1 + e
θe−iπ)(1 + eθeiπ)
(1 + eθe−
iπ
3 )(1 + eθe
iπ
3 )
= −e iπ3 X11(θ).
In the same way that the bootstrap equation is satisfied by the classical Xij(θ), equation
(3.10), the bootstrap equation, in this example, is also satisfied by only this ‘half’ of Xij(θ),
namely Bij(θ).
For su(3), we check the bootstrap equation for Bij(θ)
B11(θ +
iπ
3
)B11(θ − iπ
3
) = B12(θ),
(1 + eθe−
2πi
3 )
(1 + eθ)
(1 + eθe−
4πi
3 )
(1 + eθe−
2πi
3 )
=
(1 + eθe
2πi
3 )
(1 + eθ)
.
Now the bootstrap equation for the full classical Xij(θ), equation (3.10), guarantees that
the bootstrap is satisfied by v˜ij(θ) (although we shall see this in detail below), except for
factors of the form (1 − xhqp), obtained by altering the argument of Sq˜−3(w) by e2πi. We
have already dealt with the factors of the form (1 + eθe
2πip
h ), which are required when we
alter the argument by q˜−6. Now
v˜11(θ +
iπ
3
)v˜11(θ − iπ
3
) =
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
4πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θe
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθ)
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
4πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
2πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθe−
2πi
3 )
=
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
4πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθ)
=
1
1− x3q−1
Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe
2πi
3 )Sq˜−3(q˜
3eθe−
2πi
3 )
Sq˜−3(q˜
3e−2πi+θ)Sq˜−3(q˜3eθ)
=
1
1− x3q−1 v˜
12(θ), (9.30)
and hence
v11(θ +
iπ
3
)v11(θ − iπ
3
) =
1
1− x3q−1 v
12(θ). (9.31)
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The factor that we have picked up here, (1 − x3q−1)−1, is accounted for by the discrepancy
between the normalisation of
(I ⊗R11(xq−1/3))(R11(xq1/3)⊗ I)
∣∣∣
3⊗3¯,
and R12(x) defined with no extraneous factors, that is with no overall factors multiplying each
element of the matrix. R11(x) must cross into R12(x) with no extraneous factors, since we
have imposed v11(iπ− θ) = v12(θ). By defining R12(x) like this, to be in its lowest factorised
form, we guarantee that this crossing condition holds. It is possible to show that
(x3/2q−1/2 − x−3/2q1/2)R12(x) = (I ⊗R11(xq−1/3))(R11(xq1/3)⊗ I)
∣∣∣
3⊗3¯. (9.32)
Hence the correct bootstrap equation for S, equation (9.24), follows.
10 The general solution
Properties and definition of Xijq (θ)
We shall discover that the solution to the soliton S-matrix is
vij(θ) = f(x).
Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
,
where we shall shortly define Xijq (θ), and where f(x) consists of products of the form (1 −
xhqp)−1, and are related to the unitarity condition since vij(θ)vji(−θ) = f(x).f(x−1).
For c(i) − c(j) ≥ 0, we define
Xijq (θ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p+h
) γi·σpγj
2
, (10.1)
for
x = e
4πθ
γ , q = e
− 4π2i
γ .
With sp = ±1, eispπ = e±iπ are certain phases to be defined below.
For c(i) − c(j) = −2, we define
Xijq (θ) =
h∏
p=1
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p+h
) γi·σpγj
2
. (10.2)
The differences in the ranges of p in the two definitions are designed to ensure that powers of
q in the arguments of Sq−h are between and including h and −h. This in turn ensures that
poles due to fusing solitons and breathers are in the correct places. The mod 2πi difference in
the positions of the poles obtained by replacing p with p+h in (10.1) and (10.2) is important,
since the S-matrices are not 2πi periodic.
Observe that for c(i)− c(j) = 0 and i 6= j, γi.γj = 0, so that the p = 0 term of (10.1) and
the p = h term of (10.2) vanish. Hence (10.1) and (10.2) are the same in this case. If i = j
however, there is an important difference, and we must take (10.1).
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The semi-classical limit
Reverting to the dual picture (6.8), with c(i) − c(j) ≥ 0, we have
Xijq (θ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq˜−h
(
q˜−spheθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ
) γi·σpγj
2
(10.3)
where
q˜−h = e
γi
4h .
It is easy to see that2
lim
γ→0
Xijq (θ) = const.e
2hi
γ
∫ θ
0
dθ′(log(Xij(θ′))
1/2
).
Hence
lim
γ→0
Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
= const.e
2hi
γ
∫ θ
0
dθ′ log(Xij(θ′))
, (10.4)
where we have used the fact that Xij(θ) = Xij(−θ).
Single-valuedness
Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
is single valued.
Proof
We only need to consider the factors with γi · σpγj = −1, if γi · σpγj = 1, we cross the
result so that these factors are in the denominator.
For γi · σpγj = −1 and
p′ = h− p+ c(j) − c(i)
2
,
then [15], γi · σp′γj = −1. In fact all the values of p, such that γi · σpγj = −1, pair up in this
way. If p = p′, then γi · σpγj = −2 (when i = ¯), or γi · σpγj = 0.
Hence for
Tp(θ) = Sq˜−h
(
q˜−spheθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ
)−1/2
Sq˜−h
(
q˜−s
′
pheθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip′
h
−iπ
)−1/2
,
the argument of the second quantum dilogarithm is
q˜−sp′heθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip′
h
−iπ =
q˜−sp′heθe−
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e−
2πip
h
+iπ.
We choose the phases, sp = ±1, in such a way so that sp = −sp′. Hence
Tp(θ) = Sq˜−h(e
θw)−1/2Sq˜−h(e
θw−1)−1/2,
2Bearing in mind the sine-Gordon and su(3) cases.
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with
w = q˜−sphe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ.
This completes the proof because (6.11)
Sq˜−h(e
θw−1)−1/2 = (single valued factor).Sq˜−h(e
−θw)1/2.
Then
Tp(θ)
Tp(−θ) = (single valued factor).
1
Sq˜−h(e
θw)Sq˜−h(e
θw−1)
,
which is single-valued.
Xijq (θ)/X
ij
q (−θ) is made up of products of Tp(θ)/Tp(−θ) with p ≥ h2 + c(j)−c(i)4 , say, and
the corresponding crossed factors, when γi · σpγj = 1, and the already single-valued factors
when γi · σpγj = ±2.
The phases eispπ
We define the set of integers Aij−> to be the set p such that γi · σpγj = −1 and with
p ≥ h2 + c(j)−c(i)4 . If c(i) − c(j) ≥ 0, we take p ∈ {0, . . . , h− 1}, otherwise p ∈ {1, . . . , h}.
Each p, such that γi · σpγj = −1, pairs with another value of p, p′, where p′ = h − p +
c(j)−c(i)
2 , and we have excluded the smaller of {p, p′} from Aij−>. We similarly define the set
of integers Aij−< by excluding the larger of {p, p′}.
By crossing we can also define the set Aij+> in a similar way but for those p with γi·σpγj = 1
and the larger of the two values {p, p′} such that γi · σpγj = γi · σp′γj . And in the obvious
way, we also define Aij+<. In fact A
ij
+< and A
ı¯j
−> are related by p ∈ Aij+< if and only if
p+ h2 +
c(i)−c(¯ı)
4 ∈ Aı¯j−>, where mod h is implicitly not understood. Aij+> and Aı¯j−< are related
by p ∈ Aij+> if and only if p− h2 + c(i)−c(¯ı)4 ∈ Aı¯j−<, see equation (10.6).
We choose the phase eispπ as follows:
sp = −1, for p ∈ Aij−>,
sp = +1, for γi · σpγj = −2. (10.5)
For single-valuedness we must demand that sp = +1, for p ∈ Aij−<. The remaining values of
p give γi · σpγj = 1, 2, and the remaining sp are fixed by the crossing symmetry, since when
we cross an Xijq (θ), those factors with γi · σpγj = 1, 2 in Xijq (θ), are in the denominator of
X ı¯jq (θ − iπ), and are therefore treated by the first set of rules (10.5). They are fixed as
p′ ∈ Aı¯j−>, sp = −1,
p′ ∈ Aı¯j−<, sp = +1,
γı¯ · σp′γj = −2, sp = +1.
where p′ = p+ h2 +
c(i)−c(¯ı)
4 mod h. This is because [15], γi = −σ−
h
2
− c(i)−c(ı¯)
4 γı¯, and therefore
γi · σpγj = −γı¯ · σp+
h
2
+
c(i)−c(ı¯)
4 γj . (10.6)
Note that these rules for sp mean that for p in the lower half of its range and γi · σpγj = ±1,
sp = −γi · σpγj . In the upper half of the range, sp = γi · σpγj . If γi · σpγj = ±2, then sp = 1.
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Symmetry: Xijq (θ) = X
ji
q (θ)
We refer to the proof of the symmetry Xij(θ) = Xji(θ) in the classical case, see [9].
We again use γi · σpγj = γj · σp′γi, with
2p +
c(i)− c(j)
2
= 2p′ +
c(j) − c(i)
2
.
If c(i)− c(j) = 0, p = p′ and the result is trivially true.
If c(i)− c(j) = 2, p+ 1 = p′, and
Xijq (θ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p+h
) γi·σpγj
2
=
h∏
p′=1
Sq−h
(
eisp′−1πxhq−
(c(j)−c(i))
2 q−2p
′+h
) γj ·σp′γi
2
= Xjiq (θ). (10.7)
Note that the phases eispπ come out correctly, since in this case Aij±>+1 = A
ji
±> and A
ij
±<+1 =
Aji±<, where there is no implicit understanding that we take p mod h. If c(i)− c(j) = −2, we
swap i and j in the proof above.
The crossing property
For
vij(θ) = Aijec
ijθ 1∏
p∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq− c(i)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
, (10.8)
with the aditional factor (1 − xhqh)−1 on the right-hand side, if i = ¯. Then we have
vji(iπ − θ) = vı¯j(θ). Here Aij and cij are certain constants.
We also trivially have vij(θ) = vji(θ).
Proof
We refer to the proof of the classical crossing property, equation (3.5, in section 3, Xij(θ+
iπ) = X ı¯j(θ)−1. For c(i) − c(j) ≥ 0,
Xijq (θ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p+h
) γi·σpγj
2
.
From [15]
γi = −σ−
h
2
− c(i)−c(ı¯)
4 γı¯,
and we compute Xijq (θ + iπ),
Xijq (θ + iπ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p
)− γı¯·σp+h2 + c(i)−c(ı¯)4 γj
2
.
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Let p′ = p+ h2 +
c(i)−c(¯ı)
4 = p+ r, where r is an integer and is positive,
=
h−1+r∏
p′=r
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(ı¯)−c(j))
2 q−2p
′+h
)− γı¯·σp′γj
2
.
For c(¯ı)− c(j) ≥ 0,
=
h−1∏
p′=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(ı¯)−c(j))
2 q−2p
′+h
)− γı¯·σp′γj
2
.
r−1∏
p=0
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−2p
) γı¯·σpγj
2
= X ı¯jq (θ)
−1.
r−1∏
p=0
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−2p
) γı¯·σpγj
2
. (10.9)
Note that the sp have been defined so that s
ij
p = s
ı¯j
p′, and the limits of the range of p are
appropriate for the value of c(i) − c(j) (see the definitions of Aij±> and Aij±<, the integers in
these sets have been defined to lie in the appropriate ranges) and the range of p′ appropriate
for the value of c(¯ı)− c(j). We also compute Xijq (θ − iπ)
Xijq (θ − iπ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(i)−c(j))
2 q−2p+2h
)− γı¯·σp+h2 + c(i)−c(ı¯)4 γj
2
=
h−1+r∏
p′=r
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(ı¯)−c(j))
2 q−2p
′+3h
)− γı¯·σp′γj
2
. (10.10)
For c(¯ı)− c(j) ≥ 0,
=
h−1∏
p′=0
Sq−h
(
eispπxhq−
(c(ı¯)−c(j))
2 q−2p
′+h
)− γı¯·σp′γj
2
.
h−1∏
p=r
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
)−γı¯·σpγj
2
= X ı¯jq (θ)
−1
h−1∏
p=r
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
)−γı¯·σpγj
2
. (10.11)
Combining these two together
Xijq (iπ − θ)
Xijq (−(iπ − θ))
=
X ı¯jq (θ)
X ı¯jq (−θ)
h−1∏
p=r
(
1−xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) γı¯·σpγj
2
r−1∏
p=0
(
1−x−hq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−2p
) γı¯·σpγj
2
,
letting p′ = h− p+ c(j)−c(¯ı)2 in the second product,
=
X ı¯jq (θ)
X ı¯jq (−θ)
h−1∏
p=r
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) γı¯·σpγj
2
h+
c(j)−c(ı¯)
2∏
p′=h+
c(j)−c(ı¯)
2
−(r−1)
(
1− x−hq c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2p′−2h
) γı¯·σp′γj
2
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= Aecθ
X ı¯jq (θ)
X ı¯jq (−θ)
∏
p∈Aı¯j+>
(
1− x−hq c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−(2h−2p)
)
∏
p∈Aı¯j−>
(
1− xhq− c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) , (10.12)
if j = ı¯, there is the additional factor (1− x−h) on the right-hand side of equation (10.12), if
j = i then there is the additional factor (1− xhqh)−1.
Putting f(θ) as the numerator of the products in (10.12),
f(θ) =
∏
p∈Aı¯j+>
(
1− x−hq c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−(2h−2p)
)
.
If p ∈ Aı¯j+>, then p− h2 − c(i)−c(¯ı)4 ∈ Aij−<, and thus
p′ =
3h
2
− p+ c(i) − c(¯ı)
4
+
c(j) − c(i)
2
∈ Aij−>.
Then
f(iπ − θ) =
∏
p′∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq c(ı¯)−c(j)2 q−h+3h−2p′−( c(ı¯)+c(i)2 )+c(j)
)
=
∏
p′∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq− c(i)−c(j)2 q2h−2p′
)
. (10.13)
If j = ı¯, the additional factor, (1 − x−h), should be included in f(θ), when θ → iπ − θ,
this factor becomes (1 − xhqh). We see that this is the same as the factor present in the
denominator of equation (10.12), if i = j.
Hence we have established that for
vij(θ) = Aijec
ijθ 1∏
p∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq− c(i)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
, (10.14)
with the aditional factor, (1 − xhqh)−1, when i = ¯, then we have the crossing condition
vij(iπ − θ) = vı¯j(θ).
The proof, giving the same formula for vij (10.14), is modified slightly for the case c(¯ı)−
c(j) < 0, and then subsequently for the case c(i)− c(j) < 0, but remains largely unchanged.
These cases are left to the reader.
We note that for p ∈ Aij−>, p′ = p− ( c(j)−c(i)2 ) ∈ Aji−>, where mod h is not implicit in this
last equation. Therefore
∏
p∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq− c(i)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
)
=
∏
p′∈Aji−>
(
1− xhq− c(j)−c(i)2 q2h−2p′
)
.
Since we have already shown thatXijq (θ) = X
ji
q (θ), we have trivially established the symmetry
vij(θ) = vji(θ). The correct crossing condition then follows for vij(θ), vji(iπ − θ) = vı¯j(θ).
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11 Comparison with the known R-matrices
We compare the proposed solutions (10.8) with known R-matrices, which have been com-
puted in [32]. As outlined in section 5, it is possible to compute Rij(θ) in terms of the
projection matrices that project onto the representations in the decomposition of Vi⊗Vj into
representations. It is only possible to do this when the multiplicity is one for each of the rep-
resentations in the decomposition. This does not happen for all i, and j, in general. However
the method always works for the fundamental elements R11(x) (with slight alterations for
Dn, so we must use R
nn(x) if n is odd, and Rnn(x), Rn,n−1(x), Rn−1,n−1(x), and R11(x), if
n is even), and we shall compare our conjectures in these cases. Then by application of the
soliton bootstrap we should be able to recover all the elements Sij(θ), not explicitly needing
all the other matrices Rij(θ).
Comparison with the fundamental element R11(θ)
Here we shall find that the fundamental element v11(θ) always has the correct unitarity
condition given directly by the prefactors from (10.8), recall that these were derived from the
crossing symmetry.
An:
From [32], equation (4.17), with
< n >=
x− qn
1− xqn ,
in the homogeneous gradation,
R11(x) = P0+ < 2 > P1,
where P0 + P1 = 1, and P1 projects onto the fundamental representation V2. We move to
the principal gradation by replacing x with xh and conjugating by the matrix σ(x). We also
change the normalisation by multiplying by (1 − xhq2)3.We must adopt this normalisation,
by clearing all the denominators of < n > . . . < m >, in all the R-matrices which are to
be checked. This is an important point, since if we had adopted the normalisation initially
given, we would have had the unitarity equation R11(x)R11(x−1) = 1, we would then have
had to remove the prefactor in v11(θ), given by equation (10.8), and hence we would have
generated factors on crossing v11(θ), these compensate for factors needed when we cross the
matrix R11(x), depending on the normalisation chosen for the crossed matrix. These different
ways of dealing with the factors are equivalent, since it is only a question of normalisation,
but it seems clearer to arrange the normalisation so the crossing condition on the v is always
vij(iπ − θ) = vı¯j(θ). This is not the approach used in [2].
So, in the principal gradation, we have
R11P (x) = σP0σ
−1(1− xhq2) + σP1σ−1(xh − q2),
note that at the pole in v11(θ), corresponding to the fusing 1+1→ 2, θ = 2πih , or (1−xhq2) = 0
so that R11P (x) projects onto the the fundamental representation V2.
3It is crucial to do this because only then will this matrix be able to cross precisely into another matrix
with no extraneous factors, which must be normalized in the same way, so that all the denominators in
< n > . . . < m > are cleared. By inspection this is the only way of getting the matrices to cross into each
other.
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We then compute
R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1) = σ(P0(1− xhq2)(1 − x−hq2) + P1(xh − q2)(x−h − q2))σ−1
= (1− xhq2)(1− x−hq2)σ(P0 + P1)σ−1
= (1− xhq2)(1− x−hq2).1 (11.1)
Now the prefactor in the An theories in v
11(θ), given by equation (10.8), is (from the
fusing 1 + 1→ 2) 4
1
1− xhq2 ,
so that
v11(x)v11(x−1) =
1
(1− xhq2)(1− x−hq2) ,
and the above calculation for R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1) shows that S11(θ)S11(−θ) = 1, as required.
Dn, h = 2n− 2,
For n even we need to check R11(x), and we may as well also check R11(x) for n odd.
So for all n, from [32], equation (4.49), (noting that there is a printing error in passing from
(4.48) to (4.49), making equation (4.49) slightly incorrect), we have
R11(x) = P0+ < 2 > P1+ < 2 >< h > P2, (11.2)
P1 projects onto V2 and P2 onto the trivial representation (for breathers). Hence, after
adopting the special normalisation needed for crossing, as has been discussed above,
R11P (x) = σP0σ
−1(1−xhq2)(1−xhqh)+σP1σ−1(xh−q2)(1−xhqh)+σP2σ−1(xh−q2)(xh−qh),
and
R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1) = (1− xhq2)(1− xhqh).(1− x−hq2)(1 − x−hqh)σ(P0 + P1 + P2)σ−1
= (1− xhq2)(1− xhqh).(1− x−hq2)(1 − x−hqh).1 (11.3)
The fusings are 1 + 1→ 0, 2, and the prefactor for v11(θ), from (10.8), is
1
(1− xhq2)(1− xhqh) ,
and this agrees with R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1).
For n even we need to check Rnn(x) and Rn−1n(x), from (4.44) and (4.45) of [32],
Rnn(x) = P ′0 +
n
2∑
a=1
a∏
i=1
< 4i− 2 > Pn−2a
4The most direct route to finding the prefactors is to use the fusing angle for the appropriate fusing, the
prefactor must place a pole at this fusing angle. These angles are available from affine Toda particle S-matrix
data[12, 11].
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where here Pn−2a projects onto the space Vn−2a, and the fusings are n+n→ 0, 2, 4, . . . , n−2,
and the prefactor to vnn(θ) is, from equation (10.8),
1
(1− xhq2)(1− xhq6) . . . (1− xhqh) ,
this agrees exactly with the factors derived from RnnP (x)R
nn
P (x
−1), provided we normalise
RnnP (x) in the manner that has already been discussed.
For n even, we also have
Rn,n−1(x) = P ′0 +
n
2
−1∑
a=1
a∏
i=1
< 4i > Pn−2a−1,
and again Pn−2a−1 projects onto Vn−2a−1, the fusings are n+ (n− 1)→ 1, 3, 5, . . . n− 3, and
hence the prefactor to vn,n−1(θ), from equation (10.8), is
1
(1− xhq4)(1− xhq8) . . . (1− xhqh−2) ,
this agrees with the Rnn−1(x).
For n odd, we must check Rnn(x), this is the fundamental element in that case.
Rnn(x) = P ′0 +
n−1
2∑
a=1
a∏
i=1
< 4i− 2 > Pn−2a
where here Pn−2a projects onto the space Vn−2a, the fusings are n+n→ 1, 3, 5, . . . n− 2, and
the prefactor to vnn(θ) is
1
(1− xhq2)(1− xhq6)(1− xhq10) . . . (1− xhqh−2) ,
this agrees with Rnn(x).
E6:
Equation (4.55) from [32] is
R11(x) = P0+ < 2 > P1+ < 2 >< 8 > P2,
P1 projects onto V3, and P2 projects onto V6. The fusings are 1 + 1 → 2, 6, implying the
prefactor to v11(θ)
1
(1− xhq2)(1− xhq8) ,
this agrees with R11(x).
E7: Equation (89) of [33], gives
R11(x) = P0+ < 2 > P1+ < 2 >< 10 > P2+ < 2 >< 10 >< 18 > P3,
where P1 projects onto V4, P2 onto V2 and P3 onto V0. The fusings are 1 + 1 → 0, 2, 4, and
these imply the prefactor to v11(θ)
1
(1− xhq2)(1− xhq10)(1 − xhq18) .
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Unfortunately the case E8 has not been worked out in [32, 33], and so we cannot check the
fundamental element of E8. However in principle, given the work [32, 33], it should not be
too difficult to find R11(x), also in this case, and check to see if it agrees with our v11(θ).
Comparison with other elements
An:
All fundamental representations Vi and Vj are amenable to the method and, for N =
min(j, n − i),
Rij(x) = P0+ < 2 + i− j > P1+ < 2 + i− j >< 4 + i− j > P2
+ < 2 + i− j >< 4 + i− j >< 6 + i− j > P3 + · · ·
+ < 2 + i− j >< 4 + i− j > . . . < 2N + i− j > PN , (11.4)
where PN projects onto Vi+j. We observe that
Ri1(θ) = P0+ < 1 + i > P1,
implying after the appropriate normalising that
R11P (x)R
11
P (x
−1) = (1− xhq1+i)(1 − x−hq1+i)1,
and this agrees with the prefactor to v1i(θ), namely (1− xhq1+i)−1.
However, if there are more than two representations in the decomposition of Vi ⊗ Vj, we
do not get agreement with the prefactor in vij(θ), and further corrections to vij(θ) will be
needed. For example
R22(x) = P0+ < 2 > P1+ < 2 >< 4 > P2,
from R22P (x)R
22
P (x
−1) this implies the prefactor to v22(θ), ((1 − xhq2)(1 − xhq4))−1, but
the prefactor is, from (10.8) (1 − xhq4)−1, and so we require a ‘correction’ (1 − xhq2)−1 to
v22(θ). We must then separately cross over this extra factor when we compute v22(iπ− θ) =
v2¯2(θ) = vn−1,2(θ). We will now see whether an extra factor is required for vn−1,2(θ), and if
it is consistent with the crossed factor previously found for v22(θ).
Rn−1,2(θ) = P0+ < h− 2 > P1+ < h− 2 >< h > P2,
the prefactor already present in vn−1,2(θ) is (1 − xhqh)−1, and so an extra factor is needed,
and must be (1− xhqh−2)−1. When crossed, x→ x−1q−1, this extra factor becomes
1
1− x−hq−2 =
−xhq2
(1− xhq2) . (11.5)
The extra −xhq2 is not important, and this (11.5) is essentially the extra prefactor needed
for v22(θ).
These corrections are consistent with the bootstrap, but this is harder to see because of
the differences in the normalisation of Rij(x), defined in its lowest factorised form, and Rij(x)
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defined by fusion, as discussed for su(3). However, in some cases, there is no difference in
this normalisation, for example in A6,
(1⊗R12(θ + iπ
7
))(R12(θ − iπ
7
)⊗ 1)|V2⊗V2= R22(θ),
where here, Rij(θ) must have the special normalisation given by clearing the denominators
of < n > .. < m > in equation (11.4). By counting powers of (1− xhqp) on both sides of this
equation, we see that the normalisations agree. Both sides have a power two.
We check the bootstrap equation for vij(θ), in this specific case:
From (12.2),
v˜12(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
6πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
4πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
4πi
7 )
v˜22(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−iπ)Sq˜−h(q˜heθeiπ)
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
3πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
3πi
7 )
, (11.6)
and
v˜12(θ +
iπ
7
)v˜12(θ − iπ
7
)
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθeiπ)Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
5πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
3πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
5πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−πi)
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
3πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθeπi)Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−πi)
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
3πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
3πi
7 )
.
1
1− xhq2
= v˜22(θ)
1
1− xhq2 . (11.7)
This indicates that we must correct v22(θ) by (1 − xhq2)−1, and this, of course, agrees with
what we said before. We can read off these additional corrections required for vij(θ), directly
from (11.4). For simplicity we restrict ourselves to A6, although it is immediately obvious
how to extend this to An. We write a for the factor (1− xhqa)−1.
i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1
√ √ √ √ √ √
2 − 2 3 4 5 √
3 − − 2 4 3 5 4 √
4 − − − 2 4 3 √
5 − − − − 2 √
6 − − − − − √
Table 1: Corrections to vij(θ) for A6
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For the An theories, the normalisation of the fused R-matrices can be determined completely
[3], and we can show that this table of corrections is consistent with the bootstrap on the
vij(θ). This will be sketched in section 13. For the D and E series, there will be similar
corrections, which have not yet been determined. The reason for this is that, so far, we
cannot determine the normalisation of the fused R-matrices. The trick that was used for An,
cannot be repeated for the other algebras.
12 The poles of the general solution
vij(θ), as defined by equation (10.8), has simple poles on the physical strip at the following
places:
For p ∈ Aij−>,
θ = i
(
2π − 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) − γn
2h
)
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
If i = ¯, we have breather poles at
θ = iπ − iγn
2h
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
If i = j, then we have crossed breather poles at
θ = i
γn
2h
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
Proof
With the specific choices of the phases eispπ, that have already been specified, we have
Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
= Aecθ
∏
p∈Aij−>
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ)−1Sq˜−h(q˜
−heθe−
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e−
2πip
h
+iπ)−1
×
∏
p∈Aı¯j−>
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−iπ+θe
iπ
2h
(c(¯ı)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ)Sq˜−h(q˜
−heiπ+θe−
iπ
2h
(c(¯ı)−c(j))e−
2πip
h
+iπ)
× Sq˜−h(q˜
−heθe−iπ)
Sq˜−h(q˜
−he−θe−iπ)
∣∣∣∣
if i=j
Sq˜−h(q˜
−he−θ)
Sq˜−h(q˜
−heθ)
∣∣∣∣
if i=¯
, (12.1)
where A and c are certain, irrelevant, constants.
This form (12.1) for Xijq (θ)/X
ij
q (−θ) is an alternative method of seeing the crossing prop-
erty (10.12).
We can also write
vij(θ) = A′ec
′θ
∏
p∈Aij−>
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ)−1Sq˜−h(q˜
−heθe−
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e−
2πip
h
+iπ)−1
×
∏
p∈Aı¯j−>
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−iπ+θe
iπ
2h
(c(¯ı)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ)Sq˜−h(q˜
−heiπ+θe−
iπ
2h
(c(¯ı)−c(j))e−
2πip
h
+iπ)
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× Sq˜−h(q˜
−heθe−iπ)Sq˜−h(q˜heθeiπ)
1
∣∣∣∣
if i=j
1
Sq˜−h(q˜
−he−2πi+θ)Sq˜h(q˜heθ)
∣∣∣∣
if i=¯
,
(12.2)
Consider the contribution in (12.1) from p ∈ Aij−>, from (6.9), we have simple poles at
θ = −i
(
π(2k) +
2πp
h
+
π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) + γ
4h
(2l)
)
,
and at
θ = −i
(
π(2k + 2)− 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) + γ
4h
(2l + 2)
)
,
and zeroes at precisely minus these positions, where k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . On the physical strip,
there are no poles, and zeroes at
θ = i
(
2πp
h
+
π
2h
(c(i)− c(j)) + γ
2h
l
)
,
and
θ = i
(
2π − 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) + γ
2h
(l + 1)
)
.
In fact since p ≥ h2 + c(j)−c(i)4 , the zeroes from the first set are actually not on the physical
strip.
For
vij(θ) = Aijec
ijθ 1∏
p∈Aij−>
(
1− xhq− c(i)−c(j)2 q2h−2p
) Xijq (θ)
Xijq (−θ)
.
The prefactor contributes simple poles at
e
4πθh
γ e2πin = e−
4π2i
γ
c(i)−c(j)
2 e−
4π2i
γ
(2p−2h),
or
θ = i
(
2π − 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) − γ
2h
n
)
, n ∈ Z.
Therefore the poles with n = −1,−2, . . . are cancelled by the zeroes, and we are left with
poles at
θ = i
(
2π − 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(i) − c(j)) − γ
2h
n
)
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
in vij(θ).
In fact we have chosen the phases eispπ in such a way so that there is a pole at n = 0
corresponding to the ground state fusing soliton. This is at precisely the same position as
the pole present in the classical Xij(θ), see section 3.
Now consider the contribution from p ∈ Aı¯j−> in (12.1), these poles are essentially in the
crossed position of the poles from vı¯j(θ).
On the physical strip the poles are at
θ = −iπ + i
(
2πp
h
+
π
2h
(c(¯ı)− c(j)) + γ
2h
l
)
= iπ − i
(
2π − 2πp
h
− π
2h
(c(¯ı)− c(j)) − γ
2h
l
)
, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . (12.3)
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If i = ¯, there are no poles in (12.1) on the physical strip, but there are zeroes at
θ = i
(
π(2k + 1) +
γ
2h
l
)
,
for k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., so that there is a zero at θ = iπ. From the prefactor (1− xhqh)−1 in the
equation (10.8) for vij(θ), there are poles at
θ = iπ − i γ
2h
n, n ∈ Z.
The zero at θ = iπ cancels the pole at θ = iπ and we therefore have breather poles at
θ = iπ − i γ
2h
n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
If i = j, we pick up crossed breather poles in vij(θ) at
θ = i
γ
2h
(l + 1), l = 0, 1, 2, . . .
with no contribution from the prefactor.
13 The general soliton bootstrap
Starting from v11(θ), given by equation (12.2), we follow through the bootstrap, comparing
the result obtained with the vij(θ), defined by (12.2), with the additional corrections of the
form (1− xhqp)−1 discussed in the An case. Following the su(3) case, discussed in section 9,
the coefficients Bij(θ) are defined by turning all the q˜−h’s in the arguments of the Sq˜−h(w)’s
into q˜h.
Define the block
(x)θ =
sinh(θ2 +
iπx
2h )
sinh(θ2 − iπx2h )
.
We start with A6.
A6, c(1) = −1,
p, q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 h = 7
γ1 · σpγ1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 −1 p′ = 7− p
λ1 · σqγ1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 q′ = 6− q
sp 1 1 0 0 0 0 −1
We calculate Bij(θ) by taking the values of p, such that sp = 1, from the table above.
For each value of p, we include the factor
(1 + e
πi
h
(2p+
c(i)−c(j)
2
)−iπeθ)sign(γi·σ
pγj)1 (13.1)
in Bij(θ).
So
B11(θ) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
5πi
7 eθ)
.
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For B12(θ), we have
A6, c(1) = −1, c(2) = 1,
p, q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 h = 7
γ1 · σpγ2 1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1 p′ = 8− p
λ1 · σqγ2 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0 q′ = 7− q
sp −1 1 −1 1
and therefore, from the values of p such that sp = 1,
B12(θ) =
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
,
we check the bootstrap, from the fusing 1 + 1→ 2, as follows,
B11(θ − iπ
7
)B11(θ +
iπ
7
) =
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
=
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
= B12(θ). (13.2)
In this case the bootstrap checks out, and no corrections are needed.
Now, from the fusing 1 + 1→ 2, we compute B22(θ).
B12(θ +
iπ
7
)B12(θ − iπ
7
) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
5πi
7 eθ)
=
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
sinh(θ2 − 2πi14 )
sinh(θ2 +
2πi
14 )
= B22(θ)(2)−1θ , (13.3)
but
B22(θ) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
.
Hence we have to ‘correct’ v22(θ), as given in equation (12.2), by (2)θ, since v
ij(θ) =
Bij(θ)−1v˜ij(θ). This introduces another pole at θ = 2πi7 on the physical strip. Observe
that there is a double pole in this position in the particle S-matrix S22(θ) = {1}θ{3}θ , which
is not explained in terms of fusings, but as a Landau singularity [11].
We continue with the bootstrap on Bij(θ). For the fusing 1 + 2→ 3,
B13(θ) =
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
,
B11(θ − 2πi
7
)B12(θ +
iπ
7
) =
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−iπeθ)
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
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=
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
= B13(θ), (13.4)
so the bootstrap checks out, without introducing any extraneous factors.
We compute B32(θ) from the fusing 1 + 2→ 3,
B32(θ) =
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
2πi
7 eθ)
,
B12(θ +
2πi
7
)B22(θ − iπ
7
) =
(1 + e
8πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
2πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
4πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
6πi
7 eθ)
=
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
2πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
4πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
= B32(θ)(3)−1θ , (13.5)
here we have already included the (2)−1θ in B
22(θ).
Consider the fusing 1 + 3→ 4, after including the correction (3)−1θ in B32(θ),
B32(θ +
πi
7
)B12(θ − 3πi
7
) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−iπeθ)
=
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
= B42(θ)(4)−1θ , (13.6)
where
B42(θ) =
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
πi
7 eθ)
.
However, we must demand that (with the corrections) v32(iπ − θ) = v3¯2(θ) = v42(θ), and we
must check that the corrections cross over appropriately. It is easy to show (3)iπ−θ = (4)θ,
as required.
Continuing with the bootstrap with the fusing 1 + 2→ 3, we compute B33(θ),
B33(θ) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
πi
7 eθ)
.
But
B23(θ +
πi
7
)B13(θ − 2πi
7
) =
(1 + eiπeθ)
(1 + e−
πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
5πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
3πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
5πi
7 eθ)
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= B33(θ)(2)−1θ (4)
−1
θ . (13.7)
For the fusing 3 + 1→ 4, we compute B34(θ),
B34(θ) =
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + eθ)
and
B33(θ − πi
7
)B31(θ +
3πi
7
) =
(1 + e
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
2πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
4πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
4πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
2πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e−
6πi
7 eθ)
(1 + e
8πi
7 eθ)
(1 + eθ)
= B34(θ)(3)−1θ (5)
−1
θ . (13.8)
We proceed in this manner and find all the corrections in Table 2b. We summarise the
Bij(θ) for A6 in Table 2a. The notation for this is that we write
a b . . . d
e f . . . g
for
(1 + e
ia
h eθ)(1 + e
ib
h eθ) . . . (1 + e
id
h eθ)
(1 + e
ie
h eθ)(1 + e
if
h eθ) . . . (1 + e
ig
h eθ)
.
Note the remarkable fact that Table 2b is of the same form as Table 1, so that the pole
on the physical strip due to a (p)θ from Table 2b is doubled up by a pole from the factor
(1− xhqp)−1, from Table 1.
In tables 3a,b to 6a,b, we present the cases D5, E6, E7 and E8 respectively, computed by
following through the bootstrap. We show both the Bij(θ) and the corrections.
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A6, h = 7,
s ❝ s ❝ s ❝
1 2 3 4 5 6
Bij(θ): i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 7
−5
6
−4
5
−3
4
−2
3
−1
2
0
2 − 7
−3
6
−2
5
−1
4
0
3
−1
3 − − 7
−1
6
0
5
−1
4
−2
4 − − − 7
−1
6
−2
5
−3
5 − − − − 7
−3
6
−4
6 − − − − − 7
−5
Table 2a: Bij for A6
(the
√
denotes that the bootstrap is correct and no corrections are needed)
i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1
√ √ √ √ √ √
2 − (2)θ (3)θ (4)θ (5)θ
√
3 − − (2)θ(4)θ (3)θ(5)θ (4)θ
√
4 − − − (2)θ(4)θ (3)θ
√
5 − − − − (2)θ
√
6 − − − − − √
Table 2b: Corrections to vij(θ) for A6
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D5, h = 8
❝ s ❝ 
s
❅s1 2 3
4
5
Bij(θ): i\j 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 8
0 −6
3 7
−1 −5
6
−2
5
−3
5
−3
2 − 8
0
5 7
−1 −3
6
−2
6
−2
3 − − 6 8
0 −2
7
−1
7
−1
4 − − − 4 8
−2 −6
2 6
0 −4
5 − − − − 4 8
−2 −6
Table 3a
i\j 1 2 3 4 5
1
√ √
(4)
√ √
2 − (2)(4)(6) (3)(5) (4) (4)
3 − − (2)(4)2(6) (3)(5) (3)(5)
4 − − − √ √
5 − − − − √
Table 3b
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E6, h = 12
❝ s ❝ s ❝
s2
1 3 4 5 6
Bij(θ): i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 6 12
−4 −10
5 9
−3 −7
7 11
−3 −9
10
−2
3 9
−1 −5
2 8
0 −6
2 − 2 8 12
0 −4 −10
10
−2
7 11
−1 −5
10
−2
5 9
−3 −7
3 − − 6 12
−2 −4
9 11
−1 −3
8 10
0 −6
3 9
−1 −5
4 − − − 8 10 12
0 −2 −4
9 11
−1 −3
10
−2
5 − − − − 6 12
−2 −4
7 11
−3 −9
6 − − − − − 6 12
−4 −10
Table 4a
i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1
√ √
(7) (4)(6)(8) (5)
√
2 − (6) (4)(6)(8) (3)(5)(7)(9) (4)(6)(8)
√
3 − − (2)(4)(6)(8) (3)(5)2(7)2(9) (4)(6)(8)(10) (5)
4 − − − (2)(4)2(6)3(8)2(10) (3)(5)2(7)2(9) (4)(6)(8)
5 − − − − (2)(4)(6)(8) (7)
6 − − − − − √
Table 4b
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E7, h = 18
❝ s ❝ s ❝ s
s3
2 5 7 6 4 1
Bij(θ): i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 10 18
0 −8 −16
7 13
−5 −11
6 10 14
−4 −8 −12
3 11 17
−1 −7 −15
8 14
−4 −10
4 12 16
−2 −6 −14
15
−3
2 − 2 8 12 18
0 −6 −10 −16
5 11 15
−3 −7 −13
8 14
−4 −10
3 13 17
−1 −5 −15
15
−3
10 16
−2 −8
3 − − 2 14 18
0 −4 −16
15
−3
10 16
−2 −8
8 12 16
−2 −6 −10
13 17
−5 −1
4 − − − 4 10 12 18
0 −6 −8 −14
7 13 15
−3 −5 −11
11 17
−1 −7
14 16
−2 −4
5 − − − − 12 18
0 −6
14 16
−2 −4
11 15 17
−1 −3 −7
6 − − − − − 10 14 18
0 −4 −8
13 15 17
−1 −3 −5
7 − − − − − − 12 14 16 18
0 −2 −4 −6
Table 5a
i\j 1 2 3 4 5
1
√ √ √
(9) (6)(12)
2 − √ (9) (6)(12) (7)(9)(11)
3 − − (6)(8)(10)(12) (5)(7)(9)(11)(13) (4)(6)(8)(10)(12)(14)
4 − − − (2)(8)(10)(16) (5)(7)(9)(11)(13)
5 − − − − (2)(4)(6)(8)2 (10)2(12)(14)(16)
6 − − − − −
7 − − − − −
i\j 6 7
1 (8)(10) (5)(7)(9)(11)
2 (5)(7)(9)(11)(13) (4)(6)(8)(10)(12)(14)
3 (4)(6)(8)(10)(12)(14) (3)(5)(7)2(9)2(11)2(13)(15)
4 (3)(5)(7)(9)2 (11)(13)(15) (4)(6)2(8)2(10)2(12)2(14)
5 (4)(6)2(8)2(10)2(12)2(14) (3)(5)2(7)2(9)3(11)2(13)2(15)
6 (2)(4)(6)2(8)2(10)2(12)2(14)(16) (3)(5)2(7)3(9)3(11)3(13)2(15)
7 − (2)(4)2(6)3(8)4(10)4(12)3(14)2(16)
Table 5b
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E8, h = 30
❝ s ❝ s ❝ s ❝
s4
2 6 8 7 5 3 1
Bij(θ): i\j 1 2 3 4
1 30 20 12 2
0 −10 −18 −28
24 18 14 8
−22 −16 −12 −6
3 13 21 29
−1 −9 −17 −27
7 11 17 21 25
−5 −9 −13 −19 −23
2 − 2 8 14 20 24 30
0−6 −10 −16 −22 −28
9 19 25
−5 −11 −21
5 23 27
−3 −7 −25
3 − − 4 12 14 20 22 30
0 −8 −10 −16 −18 −26
16 26
−4 −14
4 − − − 2 12 16 20 26 30
0 −4 −10 −14 −18 −28
5 − − − −
6 − − − −
7 − − − −
8 − − − −
5 6 7 8
4 14 22 28
−2 −8 −16 −26
9 19 25
−5 −11 −21
5 23 27
−3 −7 −25
16 26
−4 −14
16 26
−4 −14
3 13 19 25 29
−1 −5 −11 −17 −27
11 17 21 27
−3 −9 −13 −19
22 28
−2 −8
5 13 21 23 29
−1 −7 −9 −17 −25
8 18 24 26
−4 −6 −12 −22
22 28
−2 −8
17 25 27
−3 −5 −13
9 19 23 27
−3 −7 −11 −21
22 28
−2 −8
14 18 24 28
−2 −6 −12 −16
21 25 29
−1 −5 −9
12 20 22 30
0 −8 −10 −18
17 25 27
−3 −5 −13
21 25 29
−1 −5 −9
18 24 26 28
−2 −4 −6 −12
− 14 20 24 30
0 −6 −10 −16
16 22 26 28
−2 −4 −8 −14
21 23 27 29
−1 −3 −7 −9
− − 20 24 26 30
0 −4 −6 −10
19 23 25 27 29
−1 −3 −5 −7 −11
− − − 20 22 24 26 28 30
0 −2 −4 −6 −8 −10
Table 6a
i\j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1
√ √
11 (15) 10 12 7 13 (15)
2 − 12 7 13 (15) 9 11 13 (15) 6 8 10 12 14 7 9 11 13 (15)
3 − − 2 10 12 6 8 10 12 14 3 9 112 13 (15) 6 8 10 12 142
4 − − − 6 8 10 12 14 5 7 9 11 132 (15)2 4 6 8 102 122 142
5 − − − − 2 4 6 8 102 122 142 5 72 92 112 132 (15)3
6 − − − − − 2 4 6 82 102 123 142
7 − − − − − −
8 − − − − − −
7 8
9 11 13 (15) 6 8 10 12 14
5 7 9 11 13 (15)2 4 6 8 102 122 142
4 6 8 102 122 142 5 72 92 112 132 (15)3
4 6 82 102 122 142 3 5 72 92 113 133 (15)3
3 5 72 92 113 133 (15)3 4 62 83 103 123 144
4 62 82 103 123 143 3 52 72 93 114 134 (15)4
2 4 62 83 103 124 144 3 52 73 94 114 135 (15)5
− 2 42 63 84 105 126 146
Table 6b: with x = (x)(h − x)
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The soliton bootstrap completed: the bootstrap equation for v˜ij(θ)
We remark that with v˜ij(θ) defined through equation (12.2) and vij(θ) = Bij(θ)−1v˜ij(θ),
the bootstrap equation for v˜ij(θ) follows from the classical bootstrap equation (3.10), except
for possibly adjusting the arguments of Sq˜−h(w) by e
2πi. This adjustment introduces factors
of the form (1− xhqp)−1 into the bootstrap equation, which have already been discussed for
the An case, in section 11. For these An theories, the extra factors fit in precisely with the
factors which we can compute when we fuse the R-matrices. For Ah−1, from (11.4), we have
R11(x) = (1− xhq2)P0 + (xh − q2)P2
R12(x) = (1− xhq3)P0′ + (xh − q3)P3, (13.9)
where P2 and P3 project onto the fundamental representations V2 and V3 respectively. Both
R11 and R12 are of order one. However, if we fuse R11(x), using the fusing 1 + 1→ 2,
g(x)R12(x) = (P2 ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗R11(xq−1/h))(R11(xq1/h)⊗ 1)(1⊗ P2), (13.10)
by comparing orders, we see that g(x) must be a non-trivial factor with order one. Now
R11(1) = (1 − q2)1, R11(q2/h) = (1 − q4)P0, and P2P0 = 0, so that if we set x = q1/h in
(13.10), then the (P2 ⊗ 1) in the left most position acts on the (R11(q2/h) ⊗ 1) giving zero,
so that g(q1/h) = 0, and we infer that g(x) = (1− xhq−1). Note that this agrees with (9.32),
for su(3) or h = 2.
For A6, we note that, from (12.2)
v˜11(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−iπ)Sq˜−h(q˜heθeiπ)
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
5πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )
v˜12(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
6πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
4πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
4πi
7 )
, (13.11)
and we check v˜11(θ + iπ7 )v˜
11(θ − iπ7 ) = f(x)v˜12(θ)
v˜11(θ +
iπ
7
)v˜11(θ − iπ
7
)
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
8πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
6πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
4πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
8πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
4πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
6πi
7 )
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
8πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
4πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
4πi
7 )
= v˜12(θ)
1
1− xhq−1 . (13.12)
Now consider a case where we have to use the corrections in Table 1. For example,
v˜32(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
6πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
6πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
2πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
2πi
7 )
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v˜42(θ) =
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
5πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
πi
7 )
, (13.13)
and for the fusing 1 + 3→ 4, we check v˜32(θ + πi7 )v˜12(θ − 3πi7 ) = f(x)v˜42(θ)
v˜32(θ +
πi
7
)v˜12(θ − 3πi
7
)
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθeπi)Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
3πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe
3πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
9πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−πi)
=
Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
5πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
9πi
7 )
Sq˜−h(q˜
he−2πi+θe
πi
7 )Sq˜−h(q˜
heθe−
πi
7 )
1
1− xh
1
1− xhq4
= v˜42(θ)
(1− xhq2)
(1− xh)(1 − xhq4) . (13.14)
For the fusion
g(x)R42(x) = (I ⊗R32(xq−1/7))(R12(xq3/7)⊗ 1)
∣∣∣∣
V4⊗V2
, (13.15)
Hollowood gives a prescription [3] for the zeroes of R42(x), defined by setting g(x) = 1,
throughout the fusion procedure. This is found by repeatedly applying the argument (13.10).
It is argued that the zeroes of Rab(x), for b ≥ a, are at
x = q−
1
h
(a+b−2j−2k), j = 1, 2, . . . , a, k = 1, 2, . . . , b− 1,
so the four zeroes of R32(x) are at
x = q−
1
h , q
1
h , q
1
h , q
3
h .
The zero of R12(x) is at x = q
1
h , and the zeroes of R42(x) are at
x = q−
2
h , 1, 1, q
2
h , q
2
h , q
4
h .
In the fusion (13.15), the zeroes of R32(x) and R12(x) cancel with five out of the siz zeroes of
R42(x), leaving a single zero at x = 1, hence we infer that g(x) = (1−xh). This accounts for
the factor (1− xh)−1 on the right-hand side of (13.14). The factor (1− xhq4)−1 is accounted
for, since it is the 42 correction from Table 1, and (1−xhq2) is the 32 correction taken to the
other side of the bootstrap equation.
In a similar fashion, it is possible to show for the outstanding An cases that the normali-
sations arising from fusion agree with the factors thrown up in the bootstrap on v˜ij , and the
factors in Table 1.
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14 The lowest mass breather bootstrap, and comparison with
the Toda particle S-matrices
We follow through the bootstrap for the lowest mass breathers and calculate the lowest mass
breather – lowest mass breather S-matrices Sbibj (θ). Recall the notation for the building
blocks, from [11],
(x)θ =
sinh(θ2 +
iπx
2h )
sinh(θ2 − iπx2h )
,
and
{x}θ = (x− 1)θ(x+ 1)θ
(x− 1 +B)θ(x+ 1−B)θ ,
where
B(β) =
1
2π
β2
1 + β
2
4π
, (14.1)
the β in (14.1) is real for the affine Toda particles, and purely imaginary for the solitons.
Recall also the general formula for the Toda particle S-matrices [12],
Sij(θ) =
h∏
q=1
{
2q − c(i) + c(j)
2
}−λi·σqγj
2
θ
. (14.2)
The lowest mass breather pole in S i¯ı
λλ¯
(θ) is at
θ = iπ − iγ
2h
.
We always take the transmissive soliton S-matrix elements, rather than the reflective,
since only then does the bootstrap make sense.
S
sibj
λ (θ) = S
ij
λµ
(
θ − i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
Si¯λµ¯
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
= Sijλµ
(
θ − i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
Sijλµ
(
−θ + i
(
π
2
+
γ
4h
))
(14.3)
S
s¯ibj
λ (θ) = S
ı¯j
λ¯µ
(
θ − i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
S ı¯¯
λ¯µ¯
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
= Sijλµ
(
−θ + iπ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
Sijλµ
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
. (14.4)
We will ignore all the polynomials in xh of the form
∏
p(1− xhqp).
With this proviso in mind, using the formula (10.8), so we also ignore the corrections of
the form (p)θ, we have
S
sibj
λ (θ) =
Xijq (θ − i(π2 − γ4h))
Xijq (−θ + i(π2 − γ4h))
Xijq (−θ + i(π2 + γ4h))
Xijq (θ − i(π2 + γ4h))
(14.5)
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S
s¯ibj
λ¯
(θ) =
Xijq (−θ + iπ + i(π2 − γ4h))
Xijq (θ − iπ − i(π2 − γ4h))
Xijq (θ + i(
π
2 − γ4h))
Xijq (−θ − i(π2 − γ4h))
=
1∏
p(1− x−hqp)
∏
r(1− xhqr)
Xijq (−θ − i(π2 + γ4h))
Xijq (θ + i(
π
2 +
γ
4h))
Xijq (θ + i(
π
2 − γ4h))
Xijq (−θ − i(π2 − γ4h))
We see, with the above proviso again in mind, that
S
s¯ibj
λ¯
(θ) = S
sibj
λ (−θ)−1. (14.6)
Then
S
sibj
λ (θ) =
Xijq (θ − i(π2 − γ4h))
Xijq (θ − i(π2 + γ4h))
Xijq (−θ + i(π2 + γ4h))
Xijq (−θ + i(π2 − γ4h))
can be written as a product of sinh’s:
with
Xijq (θ) =
h−1∏
p=0
Sq˜−h
(
e
ispγ
4h eθe
iπ
2h
(c(i)−c(j))e
2πip
h
−iπ
) γi·σpγj
2
,
S
sibj
λ
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
=
h−1∏
p=0
sinh
(
θ
2
+
πip
h
+
iπ
4h
(c(i) − c(j)) + iγ
8h
(sp − 1)
)− γi·σpγj
2
×
h−1∏
p=0
sinh
(
−θ
2
+
πip
h
+
iπ
4h
(c(i) − c(j)) + iγ
8h
(sp + 1)
)− γi·σpγj
2
. (14.7)
We now use [15]
γi · σpγj = λi · σp(1− σ)σ
c(i)−1
2 γj, (14.8)
and then,
S
sibj
λ
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
=
∏h
q=1 sinh
(
θ
2 +
πiq
h − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) + πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)−1
2
− 1)
)−λi·σqγj
2
∏h
q=1 sinh
(
θ
2 +
πiq
h − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) − πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)+1
2
− 1)
)−λi·σqγj
2
×
∏h
q=1 sinh
(
− θ2 + πiqh − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) + πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)−1
2
+ 1)
)−λi·σqγj
2
∏h
q=1 sinh
(
− θ2 + πiqh − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) − πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)+1
2
+ 1)
)−λi·σqγj
2
.
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Now
Sbibj (θ) = S
sibj
λ
(
θ + i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
S
s¯ibj
λ¯
(
θ − i
(
π
2
− γ
4h
))
=
S
sibj
λ (θ + i(
π
2 − γ4h))
S
sibj
λ (−θ + i(π2 − γ4h))
. (14.9)
We observe that
Sbibj (θ) =
S(θ)
S(−θ) ,
where
S(θ) =
h∏
q=1
(sinh(θ2 + πiqh − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) + πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)−1
2
− 1))
sinh(θ2 +
πiq
h − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) − πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)+1
2
− 1))
×
sinh(θ2 +
πiq
h − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) − πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)+1
2
+ 1))
sinh(θ2 +
πiq
h − iπ4h(c(i) + c(j)) + πi2h + iγ8h(sq− c(i)−1
2
+ 1))
)−λi·σqγj
2
.
(14.10)
We have obtained S(θ) from S
sibj
λ (θ + i(
π
2 − γ4h)), by exchanging the factors of the form
sinh(−θ/2 + A) in the second half of Ssibjλ (θ + i(π2 − γ4h)) with sinh(θ/2 + A)−1. We write
this as
Sbibj (θ) =
h∏
q=1
[
2q − c(i) + c(j)
2
]−λi·σqγj
2
, (14.11)
with
[
2q − c(i)+c(j)2
]
defined in the obvious way as
((2q − c(i)+c(j)2 + 1 + γ4π (sq− c(i)−1
2
− 1))θ
(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 − 1 + γ4π (sq− c(i)+1
2
− 1))θ
(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 − 1 + γ4π (sq− c(i)+1
2
+ 1))θ
(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 + 1 + γ4π (sq− c(i)−1
2
+ 1))θ
)
. (14.12)
Suppose that
s
q− c(i)+1
2
= −1, s
q− c(i)−1
2
= 1, (14.13)
for λi · σqγj 6= 0, then that value of q contributes the block
[
2q − c(i) + c(j)
2
]−λi·σqγj
2
=
(
(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 + 1)θ(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 − 1)θ
(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 + 1 + γ2π )θ(2q − c(i)+c(j)2 − 1− γ2π )θ
)−λi·σqγj
2
to Sbibj (θ). We see how the correct block structure of {2q− c(i)+c(j)2 }θ has emerged, and this
factor becomes
[
2q − c(i) + c(j)
2
]−λi·σqγj
2
=
{
2q − c(i) + c(j)
2
}−λi·σqγj
2
θ
,
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after noting that
B(β) =
1
2π
β2
1 + β
2
4π
= − γ
2π
.
The case (14.13) can not occur for all values of q, since there are cases when λi · σqγj 6= 0,
and λi · σq+1γj 6= 0, i.e. consecutive blocks.
However, for the case of the fundamental element S11(θ), there are consecutive blocks
with λ1 · σqγ1 = ±1, and λ1 · σq+1γ1 = ∓1, which occur when γ1 · σpγ1 = ±2, that is p = 0,
or p = h2 (if 1¯ = 1), respectively. It is important to note that all the remaining blocks are
non-consecutive, this can be shown by inspecting the data λ1 · σqγ1, q = 1, . . . , h, on a case
by case basis. This data is available, for example, in [11], [12], or [8].
Suppose that the block λ1 · σqγ1 6= 0, and that it is isolated. Suppose also that q is in
the second half of its range, noting that λi · σqγj = −λi · σq′γj , with q′ = h− q + c(i)+c(j)2 . It
suffices to show the result in this range. Also in this range λ1 · σqγ1 > 0. Then, the only way
for this to occur, from the recursion formula (14.8), is if
γ1 · σq−
c(i)+1
2 γ1 = −1, and γ1 · σq−
c(i)−1
2 γ1 = 1,
with λ1 · σqγ1 = 1. In this range
s
q− c(i)+1
2
= −1, and s
q− c(i)−1
2
= 1,
as required to form a correct block at q.
Now consider the situation when γ1 · σpγ1 = 2, at p = 0, and suppose that c(1) = 1.
There are two consecutive blocks here, but these two are isolated. From (14.8)
λ1 · σh−1γ1 = 0, λ1 · σhγ1 = 1 λ1 · σ1γ1 = −1 λ1 · σ2γ1 = 0,
it also follows that (since the two blocks are isolated)
sh−1 = −1, s0 = 1, s1 = 1.
The block at q = h is evidently correctly formed, since it satisfies the condition (14.13). The
block at q = 1 is, from equation (14.12),
[
2q − 1
]−λi·σqγj
2
q=1
=
(
(1 + 1)θ(1− 1 + γ2π )θ
(1− 1)θ(1 + 1 + γ2π )θ
) 1
2
,
but (x)θ = (−x)−1θ , and (0)θ = 1, so
=
(
(1 + 1)θ(1− 1)θ
(1− 1− γ2π )θ(1 + 1 + γ2π )θ
) 1
2
= {1}
1
2
θ .
Now consider the situation when γ1 · σpγ1 = −2, at p = h2 = H, if 1¯ = 1, and suppose that
c(1) = 1. Then
λ1 · σH−1γ1 = 0, λ1 · σHγ1 = −1 λ1 · σH+1γ1 = 1 λ1 · σH+2γ1 = 0,
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and
sH−1 = −1, sH = 1, sH+1 = 1.
The block at q = H is correctly formed, and the block at q = H + 1 is
[
2q − 1
]−λi·σqγj
2
q=H+1
=
(
(2H + 1 + 1)θ(2H + 1− 1 + γ2π )θ
(2H + 1− 1)θ(2H + 1 + 1 + γ2π )θ
)− 1
2
.
Now (x)θ = (2h− x)−1θ , so
(2H + 1− 1 + γ
2π
)θ = (h− γ
2π
)−1θ = (2H + 1− 1−
γ
2π
)−1θ ,
and (2H + 1− 1)θ = (2H + 1− 1)−1θ . Hence
[
2q − 1
]−λi·σqγj
2
q=H+1
=
(
(2H + 1 + 1)θ(2H + 1− 1)θ
(2H + 1− 1− γ2π )θ(2H + 1 + 1 + γ2π )θ
)− 1
2
,
as required. The case c(1) = −1 is left to the reader.
This shows that we get the same as the particle S-matrix, in the case of the fundamental
element, i = j = 1. For the remaining elements, we merely remark that we can run through
the bootstrap on the soliton result vij(θ), and that this is directly equivalent to running
through the bootstrap on the lowest mass breather S-matrix starting from Sb1b1 , since the
fusing angles for the lowest mass breathers and solitons are precisely the same. The agreement
of the result with the particle S-matrix for the fundamental element, guarantees that it will
agree for all i, and j.
We have previously run through the soliton bootstrap on the ground state solitons, and
obtained the corrections of the form (p)θ. These corrections are actually precisely the correc-
tions needed to turn the incorrectly formed blocks, which occured when they were consecutive
in (14.12), into correctly formed ones.
15 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we have given exact expressions for the soliton S-matrices in the simply-
laced affine Toda field theories, found by ‘q-deforming’ the classical time delays, by inserting
the regularised quantum dilogarithms. We have then checked crossing and unitarity, which
essentially follow from analogous properties satisfied by the time delays. The time delays also
satisfy the bootstrap equation, in these Toda theories, which allows the bootstrap property of
the exact S-matrix to be partially checked. However, in checking the bootstrap, we throw up
two types of factor, one of type (p)θ, and the other of type (1−xhqp)−1, and the expressions
found for the S-matrix have to be corrected by multiplying by factors of both these types.
These additional corrections trivially satisfy crossing and unitarity, by themselves, except for
the unitarity of the corrections (1− xhqp)−1. These are precisely required in order to satisfy
the unitarity condition. The corrections introduce poles onto the physical strip which either
enhance poles already present, due to fusing solitons, or they are new. The new ones should
have an interpretation in terms of Landau singularities.
For the An theories, it is possible to determine all the corrections, since we have exact R-
matrices intertwining between tensor products of all the fundamental representations, and in
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addition it is possible to determine the precise normalisation (or zeroes) of fused R-matrices.
For the An case, the bootstrap property is fully checked in this paper. However the paper
is incomplete, since the corrections of type (1 − xhqp)−1 are not determined for the D and
E series. This is because the fusion procedure for the R-matrices is much more subtle in
these cases, and the precise normalisation or zeroes of fused R-matrices has not yet been
determined. This means that the bootstrap has only been partially checked for these cases.
A crude way of determining them would be to fuse the R-matrices explicitly using a computer
algebra package. This could be difficult, however, because of the sizes of the matrices involved.
It is also shown in this paper, that the S-matrix of the lowest mass breathers Sbibj (θ) is
the same as the particle S-matrix Sij(θ) known previously in the affine Toda field theories.
In this calculation, we have ignored the factors of the type (1 − xhqp)−1, these include the
individual elements of the R-matrix. This is an important independent check on the solutions.
The excited solitons are not discussed much, beyond pointing out that they exist. It would
be interesting to try to show full closure of the bootstrap on all these excited states.
The reader may also have noticed that quantum groups and R-matrices have not been
discussed in any great detail. In particular, we have avoided all discussion of any deeper
relation between affine quantum groups and the symmetries of quantum integrable models.
The author believes that such a relation may indeed be true, but since the S-matrix must
satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equation, the results presented here are valid, even if the
relation is not true, provided the missing charge problem can be solved. It will be the subject
of future publications to study this relation, and to see how the quantum dilogarithms appear
naturally in a quantisation of the models. Recall that, classically, the time delays, Xij(θ),
appeared quite naturally from the vertex operator representations of the affine Kac-Moody
algebras.
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